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The Exxon Valdez Reopener: Natural Resources Damage Settlements and Roads Not Taken*

“This was the largest oil spill ever to have occurred in U.S. waters and the largest anywhere this far north.”

R.B. Spies, S.D. Rice, D.A. Wolfe & B.A. Wright, 1996**

I. Introduction

Prince William Sound, Alaska, lost its innocence in March of 1989 when the tanker Exxon Valdez went aground on Bligh Reef. This terrible spill1 killed more birds (350,000), contaminated more shoreline (1,244 miles), covered more water (1000 square miles), spawned more lawsuits (147), and ruined more lives (a large part of the population of Alaska was represented in the seven groups certified for class action status in the ensuing litigation)2 than any oil spill in the history of the continent.

This spill was so big that critics cannot agree on the volume. It was certainly the largest spill in the U.S. Exxon’s reported figure of 10.8 million gallons for the spill ranks it No. 34 in the “Top 65” Spills Worldwide but more recent calculations of 30 million gallons would move it up to No. 15 on the list, still behind the Torrey Canyon (No. 8), the Amoco Cadiz (No. 4) and the Ixtoc well blowout in the Gulf of Mexico (No. 1).3

The geographical reach of the spill is not so easily hidden. A graphic from the 1990 report at the Alaska Oil Spill Commission shows the tracks of this mishap that spread to the far corners of Prince William Sound and far down the Alaska Peninsula:4
The giant geography of this dreadful deed is made the more stunning when superimposed on the west and east coasts of the United States:

Insert 2 – Area of Exxon Valdez oil spill compared to the California coast.

Insert 3 – Area of Exxon Valdez oil spill compared to the Eastern seaboard.

Amazingly, the natural resource damage phase of this vast environmental tragedy was settled amicably. On October 8, 1991 Judge H. Russel Holland approved a settlement worked out by Exxon, the United States, and the State of Alaska. The essence of the agreement was for Exxon to pay $900 million over time to the natural resources “trustees” – identified in the settlement documents as the United States and the State of Alaska. This sum would be spent by the Trustee Council – made up of three appointees each of the United States and the State of Alaska – to restore the damaged environment of Prince William Sound and nearby areas.

Part of the inducement for this settlement was the so-called “reopener” clause, entitled in the Agreement and Consent Decree as a “Reopener for Unknown Injury.” This clause reads:

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, between September 1, 2002, and September 1, 2006, Exxon shall pay to the Governments such additional sums as are required for the performance of restoration projects in Prince William Sound and other areas affected by the Oil Spill to restore one or more populations, habitats or species which, as a result of the Oil Spill, have suffered a substantial loss or substantial decline in the areas affected by the Oil Spill; provided, however, that for a
restoration project to qualify for payment under this paragraph the project must meet the following requirements:

(a) the cost of a restoration project must not be grossly disproportionate to the magnitude of the benefits anticipated from the remediation; and

(b) the injury to the affected population, habitat, or species could not reasonably have been known nor could it reasonably have been anticipated by any Trustee from any information in the possession of or reasonably available to any trustee on the Effective Date.

Resort to the Reopener is further constrained by a documentation precondition: The Governments shall file with Exxon, 90 days before demanding any payment pursuant to Paragraph 17, detailed plans for all such restoration projects, together with a statement of all amounts they claim should be paid under Paragraph 17 and all information upon which they relied in the preparation of the restoration plan and the accompanying cost statement.

This "reopener" helped seal the settlement. The governments told Judge Holland that it was an important hedge against miscalculations and excessive optimism that fueled the desire to settle quickly. Early in the settlement process, the state and federal governments announced they were looking for at least $1 billion in damages. Mr. William Reilly, Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), "insisted" that the agreement contain $300 million in a special fund to provide compensation for additional damage to natural resources. This demand formed the basis of the reopener clause in the final settlement agreement. During the negotiations, Mr. Lawrence Rawl, the chairman of Exxon, and Mr. Lee Raymond, Exxon's president, stated that they wanted the settlement to immunize Exxon from any more state and federal claims. They hoped to avoid a lump sum payment. They detested the reopener clause. In fact, the negotiations themselves nearly went aground because of Mr. Reilly's insistence on this dreaded reopener. The deal was saved, it is said, by Mr. Samuel Skinner, U.S. Secretary of Transportation, who argued that the approval of the EPA was politically vital as President George H.W. Bush and Exxon would have a hard time justifying the settlement to environmental groups without it. In the end, Exxon and Mr. Reilly accepted a diminished reopener calling upon Exxon to pay up to $100 million after the year 2001, if necessary.
This paper urges the U.S. and the State of Alaska to seek enforcement of the 
reopener clause. To date, the State of Alaska and the federal government have not 
requested any of the $100 million Exxon may be required to pay to compensate for 
additional damages resulting from the oil spill.\textsuperscript{14} We offer extended comment on this 
most famous of all natural resource damage cases. Special attention will be paid to legal 
routes not taken.

\section{Roads Not Taken}

\subsection{The Third Trustee: A Missing Tribal Presence}

\subsubsection{Natural Resource Damages at Common Law}

Identifying “ownership” of the natural world that justifies the pursuit of claims for 
natural resource damages is nine parts history and one part chutzpah. But the question of 
who speaks for nature always has been a singular honor.\textsuperscript{15} Nature’s champions are 
expected to have a strong voice, a sympathetic heart, and a protective spirit.

The deep background of the modern natural resource damage statutes is found in 
the common law of the public trust and \textit{parens patriae}. The public trust doctrine is one 
of more inspirational if obscure doctrines in all of environmental law. From its earliest 
days in the \textit{Illinois Central} case,\textsuperscript{16} it has stood strong for the proposition that public 
resources are “not to be lost.” This “common ownership” finds expression in Alaska.\textsuperscript{17} 
In one of its most famous iterations, the California Supreme Court found in the public 
trust an ongoing duty to protect the waters of Mono Lake.\textsuperscript{18} The court said that “the state 
has an affirmative duty to take the public trust into account in the planning and allocation 
of water resources, and to protect [the] public trust whenever feasible.”\textsuperscript{19}

\textit{Parens patriae}, “father of the country,” is a reinforcer of the public trust. It gives 
the state standing to bring suit as guardian of the resource. Like public trust, \textit{parens patriae} 
developed at English common law, but it recognized the sovereign as guardian of 
the people.\textsuperscript{20} An early and well known case resting on \textit{parens patriae}, \textit{Georgia v. Tennessee Copper}, recognized a state’s “quasi-sovereign interest” as direct and 
independent of the interests of individuals.\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Tennessee Copper} is undeterred by fine 
distinctions between public and private property. Mr. Justice Holmes wrote: “the state 
has an interest independent of and behind the titles of its citizens, in all the earth and air 
within its domain. It has the last word as to whether its mountains shall be stripped of 
their forests and its inhabitants shall breathe pure air.”\textsuperscript{22}

Another powerful underpinning of natural resource protection is the Indian trust 
doctrine, which puts a flurry of protections around Indian properties and interests. Here 
is the vibrant voice of the third sovereign in the saving of natural resources. The Native
voice is often nature’s voice, Rebecca Tsosie has explained.\textsuperscript{23} Nobody has ever said it better than the Suquamish / Duwamish Indian, Chief Seattle, who surprised Governor Isaac Stevens with this verbal broadside:\textsuperscript{24}

Every part of this soil is sacred in the estimation of my people. Every hillside, every valley, every plain and grove, has been hallowed by some sad or happy event in days long vanished. Even the rocks, which seem to be dumb and dead as they swelter in the sun along the silent shore, thrill with memories of stirring events connected with lives of my people, and the very dust upon which you now stand responds more lovingly to their footsteps than to yours, because it is rich with the blood of our ancestors and our bare feet are conscious of the sympathetic touch. And when the last Red Man shall have perished, and the memory of my tribe shall have become a myth among the White Men, these shores will swarm with the invisible dead of my tribe, and when your children’s children think themselves alone in the field, the shop, upon the highway, or in the silence of the pathless woods, they will not be alone. In all the earth there is no place dedicated to solitude. At night when the streets of your cities and villages are silent and you think them deserted, they will throng with the returning hosts that once filled them and still love this beautiful land.

The common law does not clearly isolate who can speak for nature. There are the three government voices (U.S., state, tribal), and sometimes many others. There is nothing in these common law origins of statutory natural resource damages that eschews prevention in favor of restitution. These doctrines are not on ice until the moment of destruction. They do not succumb to the “democratic” processes of formally prescribed ruination. They do not counsel abandonment of protection because the players are tired, the conflict never-ending, or a disappointing outcome pre-ordained.

2. **Federal Statutory Natural Resource Damage Regimes**

Congress learned a few things from the common law. The contemporary end point preferred by Congress in natural resource damages laws is three trustees – the United States, the states, and the Indian tribes. These are the three sovereigns active today in the United States. They are the three political entities that own the real estate and rule the waterways in the U.S. today. They are the three points of the environmental law triangle in North America. They are the three voices for nature.

The two giants in the NRD universe in today’s environmental law are the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA or Superfund) and the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA). The tribal presence is strongly confirmed by each.

The Superfund law deals with the cleanup of hazardous substances and counts natural resource damages among recoverable response costs.\textsuperscript{25} It specifies cleanup responsibilities and techniques. It defines “natural resources”:\textsuperscript{26}

\begin{quote}
(16) The term ‘natural resources’ means land, fish, wildlife, biota, air, water, ground water, drinking water supplies, and other such resources belonging to, managed by, held in trust by, appertaining to, or otherwise controlled by the United States (including the resources of the fishery conservation zone established by the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act [16 U.S.C.A. § 1801 et seq.]) any State or local government, any foreign government, any Indian tribe, or, if such resources are subject to a trust restriction on alienation, any member of an Indian tribe.
\end{quote}

It makes clear that sums recovered as natural resource damages by the U.S. or a state (but not a tribe) are available “for use only to restore, replace, or acquire the equivalent” of natural resources.\textsuperscript{27}

The Oil Pollution Act (OPA) of 1990 was a direct Congressional response to the spill of the Exxon Valdez and it brought “oil” under the regime CERCLA extends to other hazardous substances. It has its own broad definition of “natural resources” that includes tribal interests:\textsuperscript{28}

\begin{quote}
(20) ‘natural resources’ includes land, fish, wildlife, biota, air, water, ground water, drinking water supplies, and other such resources belonging to, managed by, held in trust by, appertaining to, or otherwise controlled by the United States (including the resources of the exclusive economic zone), any State or local government or Indian tribe, or any foreign government. . . .
\end{quote}

It is also unmistakeable in making clear that “subsistence use” is among the recoverable elements of damage in a cost recovery action:\textsuperscript{29}

\begin{quote}
(2) Damages

The damages referred to in subsection (a) of this section are the following:
\end{quote}
(A) **Natural resources**

Damages for injury to, destruction of, loss of, or loss of use of, natural resources, including the reasonable costs of assessing the damage, which shall be recoverable by a United States trustee, a State trustee, an Indian tribe trustee, or a foreign trustee.

(B) **Real or personal property**

Damages for injury to, or economic losses resulting from destruction of, real or personal property, which shall be recoverable by a claimant who owns or leases that property.

(C) **Subsistence use**

Damages for loss of subsistence use of natural resources, which shall be recoverable by any claimant who so uses natural resources which have been injured, destroyed, or lost, without regard to the ownership or management of the resources.

(D) **Revenues**

......

OPA goes into detail on the extent of liability to natural resource damage trustees, their designation, and their functions. Section 1006 uses identical language requiring all three trustees (federal, state, and tribal) to "develop and implement a plan for the restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition of the equivalent" of the natural resources under their trusteeship.

The Clean Water Act, as it was amended in 1977, mentioned two trustees not three. Subsection 311(f)(4) says that recoverable costs of removal "include any costs or expenses incurred by the Federal Government or any State government in the restoration or replacement of natural resources damaged or destroyed as a result of a discharge of oil or a hazardous substance." Sums recovered "shall be used to restore, rehabilitate, or acquire the equivalent of such natural resources."

3. **Tribes Left Out**

In the 1991 settlement, tribes were left out. It was never contemplated that they would be included. There was a colorable legal reason for their exclusion. The EVOS
NRD claims were brought under the Clean Water Act (the key amendments were in 1977) that embraces not the prevailing three-sovereignty model but the older two-sovereignty model for NRD claims. They can be brought either by the federal government or the states. Legal arguments are available for including the Alaskan tribes on the EVOS Trustee Council but they certainly would not be raised \textit{sua sponte} by any federal or State of Alaska administration. And they certainly would not have been raised in 1990.34

Indeed, “tribes left out” may be the expected equilibrium in NRD actions under even the three-sovereignty models of CERCLA and OPA. Certainly no potentially responsible party wants to see them. Exxon had its hands full without these creative, informed, fiercely protective and utterly unpredictable third parties. And what part of the booty and management prerogatives are federal and state governments anxious to surrender to the tribes? None whatsoever. The State of Alaska has its own peculiar anxieties about Indian tribes35 but it did not have to draw upon these arguments with settlement insiders because nobody wanted the tribes in.

Perhaps the best known NRD case in the U.S. today is the action for the destruction by mining of the resources of the Coeur d’Alene basin.36 This lawsuit was launched by the tribe with the U.S. later climbing aboard.

4. **Alaskan Native Villages and Tribes Hardest Hit Yet Still Left Out**

\textit{“Never in the millennium of our tradition have we thought it possible for the water to die”}

\textit{Water Meganinick, Sr., traditional village chief, Port Graham, in the wake of the spill37}

\textit{as the first oiled birds and otters appeared, “many of the Port Graham women went down to the beach, even though the weather was stormy. Going out in a skiff at that evening’s low tide, they collected the prized and nutritious clam-like ‘bidarkies’ in the fading light . . . That night they shucked and cleaned the bidarkies and gave each family in the village one bagful, knowing these might be the last for years to come.”}

\textit{Alaska Oil Spill Commission, 199038}

Failure of a tribal presence on the EVOS Trustee Council was not due to the spill’s chance neglect of village / tribal resources, properties, and hopes. Native Alaskans are the largest private landowners in Prince William Sound. The Chugach Alaska Corporation is “owned” by approximately 2,000 Native shareholders,39 and within the
region are the Native villages of Chenega Bay, English Bay, Eyak, Port Graham, and Tatitlek. The fourteen Native villages in the path of the spill are as follows:

![Native Alaskan Villages](image)

The massive news coverage in the wake of the spill mostly missed the Native side of the story. One study shows a lumbering mainstream press focused initially on a disaster narrative ("accidents happen"), turning quickly to the crime narrative ("Hazelwood did it") and the environmental narrative ("the birds are dead"). By contrast, on the pages of the Tundra Times, the Native newspaper, ten of ten oil spill stories in April of 1989 sounded the subsistence narrative ("the very environment that gave them life could be dying"). Here it was made clear: There are no stores in Tatitlek. If a person is hungry, he goes out and hunts seal or deer, catches salmon or digs for shellfish... [and so] villagers are worried they may starve looking for food that has not been affected.
5. **Chenega Bay Settlement**

As the prospects of settlement matured in 1991, Native voices were strong in opposition. Others were too. The principal objection, we are told, included the extent to which damage assessment information would be made available to the public, adequacy of the settlement, and the absence of civil penalties.\(^{44}\)

No Native group in 1991 sought or demanded to become party to the U.S.-Alaska-Exxon settlement. No tribes were recognized at the time. One of the most active and effective groups in opposition bowed out with a Consent Decree and Stipulation of Dismissal, lodged with the court on September 25, 1991, in the case of **Native Village of Chenega Bay v. United States.**\(^{45}\) Among other things, the U.S. points out, this settlement “stipulates that the Governments [U.S. and Alaska] have the right, to the exclusion of the Native groups, to assert natural resource damage claims arising from the Spill.”\(^{46}\)

The **Chenega Bay** settlement was sustained by hopes and expectations that would never come to pass. In the settlement, the most conspicuous gain to the Native plaintiffs was access to the government research on spill damage that had long been held confidential in anticipation of the huge natural resource damage lawsuit that would never happen.\(^{47}\) In addition to getting this information that should have been shared in the first place, the **Chenega Bay** plaintiffs won the right to sue for monetary damages for cultural and subsistence losses. This right would prove to be worthless. The **Chenega Bay** settlement also anticipated that Native interests would be protected fully by the EVOS Trustee Council. This reliance was mistaken.

These fundamental legal disappointments, in retrospect, are reasons to look more attentively at the opener.

6. **Tribal Intervention to Enforce the Reopener**

Would it be possible at this late date for Alaska tribes to intervene in the NRD case for purposes of enforcing the reopener? We think so.

Attempts have been made to open this door before. In 1995, the Coastal Coalition (headed by biologist and citizen activist, Rick Steiner) sought permissive intervention for the purpose of establishing a post-decree monitor for the EVOS Council.\(^{48}\) The federal government argued that:\(^{49}\) (1) the motion was untimely because there was no “live” case, (2) there was no common question of law or fact as required for permissive intervention under FRCP 24(b), (3) the Coastal Coalition presented no independent basis for jurisdiction, as required by FRCP 24, to review Executive Branch restoration decisions, and (4) the Coastal Coalition had no standing to intervene because “only those deemed third-party beneficiaries have non-party rights to enforce the terms of a consent decree.”\(^{50}\)
Furthermore, "where the Government is a party to a consent decree, only the Government can seek enforcement of the contractual bargain it has made on behalf of the public."  

The District Court denied the Coastal Coalition’s Motion to Intervene, but the order gives reason for optimism on the part of a potential tribal intervenor.  

The court found that the Coalition’s motion was filed timely, that a review of the trustee’s activities would not unduly prejudice the parties, and that a common question of law and fact existed between the motions to intervene and the main action — so far so good. With regard to jurisdiction the court held that OPA did not apply but that independent jurisdiction may exist under 28 U.S.C. § 1367 (supplemental jurisdiction). The point to emphasize is that the Consent Decree states that the Court retains jurisdiction in the Valdez case to enter "such further orders, direction, or relief as may be appropriate for the construction, implementation, or enforcement of this Agreement." Notably, the court did not address the issue of standing. Instead, the court held that it did not have jurisdiction to order the creation of a Review Commission. Still, "the court [was] not unsympathetic with the Coastal Coalition’s concerns..." which leaves hope for another party on another day.  

An Alaskan tribe should be entitled to intervene as of right under FRCP 24, claiming it has an interest related to the settlement, that failure to intervene will impair its ability to protect that interest, and that the interest has not been adequately represented by the federal government or the state of Alaska. These requirements should be easy to meet. The U.S. and Alaska are in full flight from the reopen. and an intervenor need only show that representation on its behalf “may be” inadequate. The tribes were not recognized at the time of the settlement, and they haven’t seen the benefit of direct settlements or EVOS projects. Given the low threshold for showing inadequacy, tribal intervention would at least shift the burden to the governments to show that they adequately represented tribal interests, that the arrangement with Exxon was no sweetheart deal, and that there are no scientific grounds for invoking the reopen. That alone would be worth the price of admission.  

Exxon would surely challenge the timeliness of tribal intervention, but under the unique circumstances, there could hardly be a more appropriate time. The Supreme Court has said that the timeliness of a motion to intervene “is to be determined from all the circumstances.” The tribe must then show that it’s not too late in the game to intervene, that Exxon and the governments will not be prejudiced by tribal intervention, and that there is good reason why the tribe did not intervene earlier. As to the first element, though Exxon has made the last of its payments on the $900 million settlement, we might consider the case still pending because the window to invoke the reopen has yet to close. Given that the unforeseen damages the reopen provides for are now upon us and will be for decades to come, there would seem no more fitting time in the proceeding to intervene.
As to the reason for and length of delay, the governments' inaction in the face of imminently losing the opportunity to invoke the opener makes a compelling argument for granting intervention. The original consent decree is unmistakable in its design not to affect or impair the "rights and obligations, if any, of Alaska Native villages to act as trustees for the purposes of asserting and compromising claims" for NRDs resulting from the spill.\textsuperscript{69} The burden was ultimately upon Exxon, the United States, and Alaska to join additional parties in order to ensure the binding effect of the judgment.\textsuperscript{61} If there is no independent NRD claim, the grounds for tribal intervention are made sounder. Intervention would be their last chance for a day in court.

Additionally, for a motion to intervene to succeed, the tribe would need to show that requiring the governments to invoke the opener would in fact serve their interest. This would be easy to do. We are confident tribes could develop a restoration plan worthy of the opener opportunity. Alternatively, a tribe could seek representation on the EVOS Council as a trustee. From that vantage point, a tribe might demand, for example, that a million dollars be spent on a National Academy of Sciences study on how to spend one hundred million dollars of opener money.

Another alternative to intervention is a tribal suit against the U.S. under the All Writs Act (28 U.S.C. § 1651) for mandamus to enforce the terms of the consent decree. The theory would be that with the conditions for invoking the opener fully met, the government has a duty to invoke it. A line of cases in the Sixth Circuit confirms judicial authority to enforce the terms of a consent decree against a non-party, if that party has frustrated the purposes of the decree or the administration of justice.\textsuperscript{62} Here, if the U.S. refuses to invoke the opener deemed indispensable to the fairness of the settlement, its conduct would frustrate the purposes of the decree. It is not implausible that a non-party with an interest in the judgment could move the court for enforcement of its terms where a party fails to do so.

We believe, moreover, that the federal Indian trust doctrine is operative in Alaska.\textsuperscript{63} The federal Indian trust responsibility, according to the Department of Interior, "is a legally enforceable fiduciary obligation, on the part of the United States, to protect tribal lands, assets, resources, and treaty rights, as well as a duty to carry out the mandates of federal law with respect to American Indian and Alaska Native tribes."\textsuperscript{64} Without quibbling over details, we have difficulty imagining how any version of this trust doctrine can be reconciled with a decision of the U.S. to leave ample amounts of oil on the properties and subsistence resources of Native Alaskans while neglecting to remove from the table the money set aside to fix the problem.
B. Disapproval of 1991 Settlement

In theory, Judge H. Russel Holland could have disapproved the 1991 settlement and sent the cascade of litigation that ensued in a somewhat different direction. But this option was not practically open to him. The black-letter law for federal judicial approval of settlements is well understood. Generally, a court is asked to weigh whether a proposed consent decree is procedurally and substantively fair, reasonable, and compatible with underlying statutory goals. Within these general contours hide a host of particulars on whether the settlement was a product of arms-length negotiations, was reflective of uncertainties and litigation risks, was convincing on its face, and so on.

The U.S. Justice Department is always able to make up a story about the necessity for settlement but it did not have to be particularly inventive in the case of the Exxon Valdez. The case was a lawyers’ nightmare, as it was for everybody else. Within hours of the catastrophe, Exxon already was laying the groundwork for multiple assignments of blame that could be translated into “possible liability” for the U.S. and Alaska that would later fuel the enthusiasm for settlement. The “baseline data” for a pristine Prince William Sound would never be available, despite heart-wrenching ventures to secure it. The pre-litigation science became a contested landscape, replete with allegations of misleading scientific studies. The rules for calculating natural resource damages were rendered dysfunctional back in the days of the Reagan administration and nobody was disposed to revive them. Contingent valuation studies were done on the natural resource damages in Prince William Sound and these would run into billions of dollars (specifically, between $3 and $15 billion). But nobody had confidence in them, especially Exxon, but including the U.S. litigators, so these dangerous studies were never taken out of the drawer.

Far better that the case be “settled” on the back of an envelope by a few old men in Washington, D.C. The apocryphal story is that Governor Wally Hickel demanded that any settlement have a “b” in it, and it must be said that he got the math quite right. Potentially massive civil and criminal penalties would all go away for the bargain price of four misdemeanors and $25 million (perhaps 2-1/2 days of cleanup costs) with the money going to the victims of crime and the North American Wetlands Conservation Fund. Of the $1.125 billion “in fines, restitution and civil damages” celebrated in the Department of Justice press release, $100 million simply vanished in an accounting gesture called “remitted” because the Exxon Companies stood tall as corporate citizens and did the astonishing thing of “[recognizing] their responsibilities.” Another $125 million was celebrated as “restitution” (visions of the thief returning the purloined wallet) and paid over to the state and federal governments for “restoration projects” in Alaska. This
would be subtracted from the NRD part of the settlement, leaving the EVOS Trustee Council with $900 million.

The overall “settlement” was jeopardized by three particulars deserving further elaboration – the inadequacy of the criminal law disposition and its encroachment on the natural resource damages fund; the vacuity of the description of injuries that were being forgiven and resolved; and the invention of conditions on the opener that had no basis in law.

Only one of these three objections was presented forcefully to Judge Holland.

1. The Criminal-Civil Case Confusion

Felonies were first on the scene. As an immediate result of the spill, the Exxon Shipping Company and the Exxon Corporation faced five criminal charges. On February 27, 1990, the two entities were indicted and charged with felony violations of the Ports and Waterways Act and the Dangerous Cargo Act and with misdemeanor violations of the Clean Water Act, the Refuse Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. By including claims under the Refuse Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, it was said, the government was able to make Exxon strictly liable for the spill. This would encourage the parties to reach a settlement. In March of 1991, Exxon Shipping agreed to plead guilty to all three misdemeanor charges and the Exxon Corporation agreed to plead guilty to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act misdemeanor. The parties concluded that a $100 million criminal penalty was appropriate.

On April 24, 1991, Alaska District Court Judge H. Russel Holland rejected the $100 million criminal plea agreement as inadequate. Judge Holland stated, “[the fines] do not adequately achieve deterrence. I’m afraid these fines send the wrong message, suggesting that spills are a cost of business that can be absorbed.” The parties in the settlement discussions feared that the disapproval of the criminal settlement would affect adversely the $900 million civil settlement with the $100 million opener provision. The Judge heard sharp criticism on the size of the penalty. Of particular concern was Exxon’s lack of remorse regarding the impacts of the spill and the adverse impacts an approved settlement would have on the claims of the Alaska Natives.

As part of the discovery process designed to determine if Exxon planned to use the government settlement to hinder potential claims by Alaska Natives, Exxon Corporation Chairman Lawrence Rawl asserted that Exxon had not considered these claims while negotiating the settlement. In an effort to resolve the disputes surrounding the settlement negotiations, the Alaska and Federal governments negotiated a settlement with the Chenega Bay plaintiffs and other Native groups on September 24, 1991. The agreement gave the governments the exclusive right to recover for damages to natural resources on public lands, including those used for subsistence living, and the Natives
maintained their right to pursue all other private claims against Exxon.\textsuperscript{81} On September 25, 1991, Exxon and the governments signed a new settlement agreement that was subsequently approved by the Alaska legislature and by Judge Holland.\textsuperscript{82}

The approved settlement was "strikingly similar" to the earlier proposal that was rejected as inadequate.\textsuperscript{83} The $100 million for restitution was twice the original proposed settlement and was split between state and federal governments.\textsuperscript{84} Exxon only paid $25 million in fines ($125 million being remitted for good behavior); that money was actually paid into the North American Wetlands Conservation and the Victim Compensation and Assistance Act Account.\textsuperscript{85} This time, Judge Holland commended Exxon for its efforts, saying that "Exxon has been a good corporate citizen."\textsuperscript{86} In consideration of the estimated $2.5 billion spent by Exxon in cleanup, the Court forgave another $125 million in criminal fines.\textsuperscript{87} Concurrently, the Judge also approved the civil settlement where Exxon agreed to pay $900 million over ten years, plus an additional $100 million, if warranted, for the damage to natural resources.

The civil and criminal components of the case were closely linked. Nine days after Judge Holland rejected the initial criminal settlement agreement, Exxon and the State of Alaska withdrew from the civil settlement negotiations.\textsuperscript{88} The Alaska House of Representatives supported Judge Holland's decision, voting 27-13 to reject the settlement and seek $1.2 billion – $700 million for the civil claims, and $500 million as a criminal penalty.\textsuperscript{89} While it is difficult to identify motives, some people were concerned about the impact of the settlement on the claims of non-participating parties, the Native Alaskans in particular.\textsuperscript{90} Additionally, from a legal strategy perspective, it made sense for Exxon to settle the criminal and civil penalties concurrently. All in a bundle – with trades and exchanges freely crossing civil and criminal boundaries. This conclusion is evidenced by the settlements being referred to as a single "$1.125 billion deal."\textsuperscript{91}
### Criminal Plea Agreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defendant</th>
<th>Charge</th>
<th>Fine</th>
<th>Remitted*</th>
<th>Actually Paid</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal fines</td>
<td></td>
<td>$150 million</td>
<td>$125 million</td>
<td>$25 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restitution**</td>
<td></td>
<td>$100 million</td>
<td>$125 million</td>
<td>$100 million</td>
<td>$50 million to State of Alaska; $50 million to U.S.; to be used exclusively for restoration projects related to EVOS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>$250 million</td>
<td>$125 million</td>
<td>$125 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For "good behavior (e.g. recognizing responsibility for the grounding and oil spill; money spent in clean-up response; payment of $300 million to claimants; cooperation with federal criminal investigation; updated environmental policies; support of environmental codes of conduct; environmental expenditures not related to oil spill; contribution of $50 million into fund for improvement of oil industry response capability; new Environmental and Safety Department for Exxon's U.S. oil and gas division; new Environmental Affairs Group at Exxon Shipping; improved vessel operating safety, personnel training, and oil spill response capability, environmental and safety research expenditures).”

** The $100 million in restitution is twice the amount agreed to in the previous criminal settlement on 3/13/91.

*Insert 5 – Criminal Plea Agreement.*
While Exxon compiled a record of resounding victories in negotiations, Captain Hazelwood's fate was certainly less remarkable. He was charged criminally with four counts – driving a watercraft while intoxicated, reckless endangerment, criminal mischief, and negligent discharge of oil. He was acquitted of three charges and convicted of only negligent discharge of oil. Ultimately he was sentenced to a $1000 fine, $50,000 in reparations, and ninety days in jail. The sentence was suspended in lieu of completing 1000 hours of community service.\textsuperscript{93}

Originally, Judge Karl Johnstone wanted Hazelwood to spend his community service hours hand-scrubbing rocks in the affected areas. Once the eight-year appeals process was completed, however, and his sentence finally approved in 1999, the clean-up effort had been abandoned.\textsuperscript{94} To fulfill his community service, Hazelwood, whose master's license was also revoked for nine months, spent weeks picking up litter along the side of Seward Highway, a 125 mile stretch of road linking Anchorage and Seward.\textsuperscript{95} In addition, Hazelwood worked at "Bean's Café," a soup kitchen for the homeless in Anchorage.\textsuperscript{96} The Dodge Globe reported on June 23, 1999, "Capt. Joseph Hazelwood put on an apron and gloves Tuesday to help prepare salad at a soup kitchen as part of his community service over the Valdez oil spill . . . [and] worked silently at the soup kitchen Bean's Café, emptying lettuce into a container for salad."\textsuperscript{97} He spent several weeks at a time in Anchorage over three summers and completed his 1000 hours of community service in the summer of 2001.\textsuperscript{98} Hazelwood finished paying his $50,000 restitution fine in May of 2002.\textsuperscript{99}

Hazelwood never sailed again as master of a vessel.\textsuperscript{100} Since the Valdez Spill, Hazelwood has been employed as an investigator, consultant, and claims adjuster, primarily for the law firm that represented him in his trial and appeals.\textsuperscript{101} He also teaches at his alma mater, the New York State Maritime Academy.\textsuperscript{102}

The Exxon companies did not get their hands as dirty in contrition. They published advertisements in leading newspapers saying how sorry they were.\textsuperscript{103}
2. The 1991 “Baseline” Document: Settling the Unknown

Anyone intent upon activating the reopener must look closely at the description of known effects at the time of the 1991 settlement. The reason for this is that the reopener is denominated “Unknown Injury.” It disavows responsibility for injury that could not have been reasonably known nor “reasonably have been anticipated by any Trustee from any information in the possession of or reasonably available to any trustee.” Thus inquiry turns to what was known and what could have been anticipated.

The 1991 “Summary of Injuries” document does not say clearly what was known and what could be anticipated. It specializes in vacuity and refines indecision. The question is raised whether such a nonreport on the effects of the spill might preclude judicial approval of the settlement. Offenders are not customarily given walking papers until they own up to what was done.
The document used as a preliminary estimate of damages and the foundation of the settlement was a summary of studies compiled by NOAA in 1991. Creating this document would be a difficult feat in the best of times and this was not the best of times. It was published a short two years after the largest oil spill in American history. While NOAA no doubt accurately counted the number of oiled and dead animals collected in its freezers, the vast number of species that exist in the Prince William Sound’s ecosystems were not even mentioned in this summary report. Further, most of the studies were inconclusive as to the numbers killed and the possible long-term effects. In many respects, investigation had barely begun and this report had the task of summarizing what was learned more than nine months prior.

Of course, NOAA explains several times that the document is merely preliminary. Its hesitancy implies an insufficiency of information that could be relied on in litigation or settlement. Perhaps more importantly, it shows that a settlement in a case covering a vast area with a plethora of resources must be a purely political one considering the problem of valuation and lack of information or human understanding. The Summary of Injury also brings the validity of the settlement into question because of how much was unknown at the time. In the same way, it reinforces the logic behind the Reopener Clause. The logic was that the governments could recover for injury that was known approximately at the time and be able to revisit the claim later after years of studies were done. In that way, the offender Exxon, through payments to the Trustee Council, would fund the studies that would later be used as evidence of further injury not known when the governments settled in 1991.

If the Summary says anything conclusively, it is that it will take more time to evaluate the damages of the spill. The Summary discusses 32 species, in addition to the intertidal and subtidal ecosystems (although very briefly), and archaeological resource damage. Of the 32 species mentioned, 25 would need further assessment to determine the extent of damage. The Summary explains the difficulty of knowing how many animals died as a result of the spill, especially during the initial impact. Its predictions are extreme acts of faith. For example, “preliminary analyses provided by computer models...estimate that the total number of birds killed ranges from 260,000-580,000.”

More importantly, there is no indication in the Summary that any long-term effects were anticipated, even though they were regarded as a possibility. In the Summary conclusion NOAA states, “many studies will likely need to continue for additional years before a full understanding of injuries is developed.” With the benefit of hindsight, a National Academy committee would say in 2003:

One of the more profound outcomes of the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill was the recognition of our limited ability to realistically predict the effects of an oil spill on marine resources. The ongoing debate over long-term damages further highlights just how inadequate previous knowledge was in attempting to discern cause and effect in natural environments. This lack of knowledge was, on one level, an incomplete understanding of what resources were present. But even more fundamental was a lack of understanding of the structure and functioning of complex ecosystems.
The 1991 settlement was approved in the deepest of ignorance. The shock waves of the unexpected soon would be revealed in the direst of circumstances. This highly speculative reopener (the governments had said they did “not believe that they will ever need to invoke” it)\textsuperscript{108} has now become a providential opportunity.

3. The Reopener Constraints as “Contrary to Law”

The refinements of the reopener with respect to “detailed plans” and “grossly disproportionate” costs are contrary to law and never should have been approved by the court. The one is borrowed from the 1990 OPA that was not in effect at the time of the spill. The other was a sheer invention of legal minds. The Clean Water Act speaks of “restoring, replacing, or acquiring the equivalent” of natural resources. It counsels no cost-benefit relaxation when the going gets tough.

These “cost-benefit” and “grossly disproportionate” limitations on the reopener are a creative misreading of the famous oil spill decision in \textit{Puerto Rico v. SS Zoe Colocotroni}.\textsuperscript{109} In that case, a 1973 spill off the Southwestern coast of Puerto Rico came ashore at Bahia Sucia, contaminating approximately 20 acres of mangroves. When the case got to the court of appeals, the First Circuit did articulate the standard that was misapplied in the 1991 \textit{Exxon Valdez} settlement:\textsuperscript{110}

the appropriate primary standard for determining damages in a case such as this is the cost reasonably to be incurred by the sovereign or its designated agency to restore or rehabilitate the environment in the affected area to its pre-existing condition, or as close thereto as is feasible without grossly disproportionate expenditures.

Notice that this restriction is conceived as applying to efforts to “restore or rehabilitate.” Not a word about “acquire the equivalent thereof.” The latter qualifier enters federal law in 1977. It is explained this way in the legislative history of the Clean Water Act:\textsuperscript{111}

New subsection (f)(4) and (5) make governmental expenses in connection with damage to or destruction of natural resources a cost of removal which can be recovered from the owner or operator of the discharged source under section 311. For those resources which can be restored or rehabilitated, the measure of liability is the reasonable costs actually incurred by Federal or State authorities in replacing the resources or otherwise mitigating the damage. Where the damaged or destroyed resource is irreplaceable (as an endangered species or an entire fishery), the measure of liability is the reasonable cost of acquiring resources to offset the loss.

\textbf{Exxon and the governments have explaining to do about how they will replace the “irreplaceable”. The transient AT1 pod of orcas is likely gone forever as a result of the}
spill. We are not sure what “equivalent resources” are. But we are confident that efforts to acquire them are not burdened by some cost-benefit test.

The Zoe ruling is important in other particulars. The District Court had rejected plaintiff’s $7 million plan to “remove the damaged mangrove trees and oil-impregnated sediments from a large area and replace them with clean sediment and container-grown mangrove plants.” The court of appeals said: “The district court sensibly and correctly rejected this plan as impractical, inordinately expensive, and unjustifiably dangerous to the healthy mangroves and marine animals still present in the area to be restored.”

We note, initially, that this careful calculation of costs and benefits applied to this restoration project was not applied to the bulk of the response costs in the spill of the Exxon Valdez. The beach cleanings, dispersant distributions, and mob-like clean ups were compensable response costs notwithstanding that they were “impractical, inordinately expensive, and unjustifiably dangerous” to healthy resources. More importantly, the First Circuit in Zoe applies its cost-benefit thinking to a single mangrove restoration project. The Exxon reopener, on the other hand, divides a single restoration effort into two distinct temporal phases – the first 15 years, and everything after – and only applies a cost-benefit analysis to the later phase. This distinction is important because any restoration project is subject to the law of diminishing returns. That is, initial clean-up efforts may yield substantial gains, but 15 years after their inception the clean-up efforts may yield smaller returns. They may nonetheless be absolutely necessary in order to complete the task. Under Zoe the appropriate question is to ask whether the total payment from Exxon — $900 million plus $100 million — would fund restoration projects with benefits grossly disproportionate to costs. Given the magnitude of destruction caused by the Exxon Valdez spill in Prince William Sound, that question can only be answered in the negative.

The Zoe case is instructive in another way. In the district court, replacement value of marine organisms was calculated at $5.5 million, using certain assumptions of injured organisms per acre (4605, 486) and value per organism (6 cents to $4.50). The First Circuit disapproves this technique, saying the trustee should not be allowed to “recover money damages for the loss of small, commercially valueless creatures which assuredly would perish if returned to the oil-soaked sands, yet probably would replenish themselves naturally if and when restoration — either artificial or natural — took place.”

The lesson the trustee governments took away from Zoe is that they would not attempt to calculate losses, acre by acre, that would quickly reach 92 million epibenthic and infaunal animals for a 20-acre zone of contamination. We understand “biota” in the NRD laws to embrace the micro-organisms as well as the macro-fauna. We are confident that Zoe stands not for the confirmation of a “gross proportionality” cost test in the present context but for a repudiation of it. The First Circuit directly undermines any attempt to limit reopener funds to restoration.!

[W]here direct restoration of the affected area is either physically impossible or so disproportionately expensive that it would not be reasonable to undertake such a remedy, [s]ome other measure of damages might be reasonable. ... The legislative history of the Clean Water Act
amendments, quoted above, suggests as one possibility ‘the reasonable
cost of acquiring resources to offset the loss.’

In sum, although restoration of Prince William Sound is still the preferred target of
reopenner funds, acquisition of equivalent habitat should be an option.

C. A Reconstituted and Better-Directed Council

It is trivial, perhaps, to suggest that a different council might have gone in other
directions. But it might be useful to explore what is potentially a highly creative force for
restoration of long-term environmental damage. Can natural resource trustees fulfill the
potential for which they are acclaimed?

1. Theoretical and Practical Problems with Any Council: Who,
What, and How?

As representatives of myriad competing interests, it is not surprising that NRD
trustees are the frequent focus of accusations of inefficiency, ineptitude, and self-dealing.
Some of the main criticisms of the NRD trustee system are: (1) the inefficient use of
recovered funds; (2) the abuse of settlement authority for the benefit of PRPs; (3) the
preclusion of private claims; (4) open conflicts where trustees are PRPs, and (5) problems
inherent in concurrent trustee jurisdiction. The EVOS Trustee Council has been
criticized on each of these grounds.

NRD trustees frequently are taken to task for spending too much on
administrative costs, and not enough on restoration, rehabilitation, and acquisition of the
equivalent of damaged resources. For example, in 1995 the Cantara Trustee Council,
formed to oversee funds recovered from a train derailment that had spilled 19,000 gallons
of herbicide metam sodium into the upper Sacramento River, announced that it would
spend the $14 million it recovered as damages to natural resources on a variety of
projects not affecting the upper Sacramento River.

The EVOS Trustee Council has gone astray in a similar manner, diverting $4.5
million in settlement funds to “restore and protect waterways across the U.S.” These
funds were used to plant forest buffers along waterways in Chesapeake Bay – an
admirable endeavor, to be sure, but completely unrelated to the restoration of Prince
William Sound.

The EVOS Trustee Council also acquired several large parcels of land in and
around Prince William Sound at a cost 56 percent greater than their appraised value.
Through 1997, the trustees had acquired nine large parcels at a cost of $234 million, but
with an appraised value of only $150 million. In addition, three of the parcels were
already protected under ANCSA, which offered a degree of protection from development
and some restrictions on how the land could be used. DOI officials believed those
protections and restrictions were difficult to act upon. Thus the contested outcome:
buy again that which is already owned.
A second criticism of the NRD trustee system is that trustees, as government actors, face a conflict of interest when seeking a settlement with a PRP that makes significant contributions to a state’s economy. There can be little doubt that the federal and state governments took into account Exxon’s importance to the American and Alaskan economies in reaching a settlement. Every tremulous step of the process shows an attempt to avoid offense to oil. Conspicuous silence on the opener is utterly predictable.

Third, government trustees are often accused of working hard to protect their exclusive authority to assert claims for natural resources damages. The Exxon Valdez litigation confirms the two governments’ complete monopoly in this regard and further restricts the remedies to “equitable initiatives” through the friendly vehicle of the EVOS Trustee Council.

Fourth, in some instances the federal or state government will simultaneously be a PRP and a trustee. This is often the case when the federal government is responsible under CERCLA for cleanup of military facilities. The Exxon spill produced a similar conflict for the state of Alaska, which faced potential liability from thousands of fishermen, property owners, and Alaska Natives. The plaintiffs argued that:

the State when negotiating its settlement, not only had a legitimate variety of divergent public interests such as cost and economic concerns, past and future dealings with the oil industry and these settling defendants, and employment, budgetary and political objectives, but it also, most critically, had its own potential liability exposure in these cases, and thereby obtained important individual monetary and nonmonetary benefits for itself, not its citizens, as part of the Exxon settlement and Plea Agreement.

Finally, the statutory scheme establishing multiple NRD trustees has built-in coordination and cooperation difficulties. The EVOS Trustee Council, comprised of three state and three federal nominees, labors under a unanimity requirement for all Trustee Council actions. This is a version of the impossibility theorems known in game theory. What chance is there to pursue the opener through the Kyber Pass of council unanimity?
## EVOS TRUSTEE COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Executive Director</th>
<th>Dept of Fish &amp; Game</th>
<th>Dept of Env Conserv</th>
<th>Attorney General</th>
<th>Dept of Interior</th>
<th>NOAA</th>
<th>Dept of Agriculture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pre-1994</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 James Ayers</td>
<td>Carl Rosier</td>
<td>John Sandor</td>
<td>Charles Cole</td>
<td>Curt McVee</td>
<td>Steve Pennoyer</td>
<td>Michael Barton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Frank Rue</td>
<td>Gene Burden</td>
<td>Bruce Botelho</td>
<td>George Frampton, Jr.</td>
<td>Steve Pennoyer</td>
<td>Michael Barton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Frank Rue</td>
<td>Michele Brown</td>
<td>Bruce Botelho</td>
<td>George Frampton, Jr.</td>
<td>Steve Pennoyer</td>
<td>Phil Janik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Frank Rue</td>
<td>Michele Brown</td>
<td>Bruce Botelho</td>
<td>Deborah Williams</td>
<td>Steve Pennoyer</td>
<td>Phil Janik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Frank Rue</td>
<td>Michele Brown</td>
<td>Bruce Botelho</td>
<td>Deborah Williams</td>
<td>Steve Pennoyer</td>
<td>Phil Janik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Frank Rue</td>
<td>Michele Brown</td>
<td>Craig Tillery</td>
<td>Marilyn Heiman</td>
<td>Steve Pennoyer</td>
<td>Dave Gibbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Frank Rue</td>
<td>Michele Brown</td>
<td>Craig Tillery</td>
<td>Marilyn Heiman</td>
<td>Steve Pennoyer</td>
<td>Dave Gibbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Frank Rue</td>
<td>Michele Brown</td>
<td>Craig Tillery</td>
<td>David Allen</td>
<td>Jim Balsiger</td>
<td>Dave Gibbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Kevin Duffy</td>
<td>Ernesta Ballard</td>
<td>Gregg Renken</td>
<td>Drue Pearce</td>
<td>Jim Balsiger</td>
<td>Joe Meade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003 Molly McCammon</td>
<td>Kevin Duffy</td>
<td>Ernesta Ballard</td>
<td>Gregg Renken</td>
<td>Drue Pearce</td>
<td>Jim Balsiger</td>
<td>Joe Meade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 Gail Phillips</td>
<td>Wayne Regelin</td>
<td>Kurt Fredriksson</td>
<td>vacant</td>
<td>Drue Pearce</td>
<td>Jim Balsiger</td>
<td>Joe Meade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 Gail Phillips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Insert 7 – EVOS Trustee Council Membership.**

The Memorandum of Agreement between Exxon, the state of Alaska, and the federal government asserts that the EVOS Trustee Council is intended to act for the benefit of natural resources injured, lost or destroyed as a result of the Oil Spill. Many argued that the sole purpose of the trust was to restore natural resources. People of good will necessarily differ on where help for natural resources stops and where assistance for people dependent upon them starts. The Council pushed for a definition of national resources that included the “services” provided by the natural resources on which the villages and local economy depended. The truth is, no matter how expansively the EVOS Trustee Council tries to interpret its mandate, it is ill equipped to address many of the everyday problems facing Alaskans.

In November of 1989, the National Wildlife Federation (NWF), along with other wildlife and natural resource conservation organizations, conducted a series of public hearings with Alaska residents. The NWF compiled the findings from 1200 pages of testimony and published *The Day the Water Died*. The compilers noted many aspects of Alaskan life that could not simply be measured or restored by the trustees.

"The impacts of the *Exxon Valdez* oil spill reached every corner of family and community life. The testimony disclosed increased drug and alcohol abuse, a rise in child neglect and abuse, overloaded mental health facilities, and increased suicide rates. Communities were divided between long-term residents and those who came to Alaska in search of high-paying cleanup jobs. Businesses lost employees who abandoned their longtime positions to profit from the cleanup effort. With the increase in people came an
increase in crime, waste, and traffic. In short, any attempt the EVOS trustees made to restore natural resources could not alleviate the suffering of local communities.

Moreover, residents often perceived the cleanup and restoration attempts as doing more damage than good. One resident argued, "I have found the clean-up activities deploying thousands of people, heavy equipment, and an armada of thousands of boats, to be damaging to the wildlife and the environmental quality of Prince William Sound." Over and over, residents noted their distrust of untested and misused technologies. Machinery used during the cleanup consumed and released into the atmosphere a tremendous amount of fuel. Non-biodegradable plastic bags were used to dispose of cleanup materials. Again, efforts of the EVOS Trustee council and restoration officials did little to ease the minds of the local residents.

Dramatically, the Native populations suffered harm not only to their economies and way of life, but also to their subsistence culture. The EVOS Trustee Council lacks a permanent voice advocating for the Native peoples. The Council’s reliance on government agency representation has left Natives in a largely unprotected limbo. At the hearings, Meganack, Chief of the Port Graham Native Village, testified that the Natives’ story is different from the white mans’ because their culture is based on the environment. What the white man sees as sport, the Natives see as subsistence. To the Natives, “the water died.” Yet the mandate of the EVOS Trustee Council is to act simply for the benefit of natural resources injured, lost or destroyed as a result of the Oil Spill. This, according to the Natives, overlooks an intangible value that cannot be replaced by simple cleanup efforts.

The Council mandate was glossy enough on the outside to satisfy the governments and corporations that created it. Nonetheless, a look into the lives of those most affected by the spill shows that the Council was then and is now simply incapable of restoring that which was taken from Alaska residents and Natives.

2. Performance of the EVOS Trustee Council

a. The Slow Start: “They paid themselves”

The EVOS Trustee Council did not distinguish itself in the early going. Between 1989 and 1991, the Trustee Council published three versions of its assessment plan to identify the natural resource damages of the Exxon Valdez oil spill. The plans were prepared pursuant to CERCLA regulations that allow the government to sue for recovery of damages to natural resources. CERCLA mandates that the Department of the Interior develop appropriate procedures for assessing natural resource damages. Consequently, the Department of Interior published regulations that fix procedures for simplified assessments (Type A) and procedures for more complex injuries (Type B). In establishing two methodologies, Congress “envisioned generally that type A rules would cover most minor releases and type B rules would cover large or unusually damaging releases.” Based on the magnitude of the Exxon Valdez oil spill, the Trustee Council was obviously correct in adopting a Type B assessment methodology.
The first assessment plan proposed by the Trustee Council was published in 1989. It consisted of nine economic studies that sought to quantify the economic value of the damaged resources. Only one of these studies examined the market value of lost services to humans. At about this time, the court in Ohio v. United States Department of the Interior handed down its decision reviewing the Type B regulations. The court held that “market prices are not acceptable as primary measures of the use values of natural resources.” The plan proposed in 1990 reflected the influence of this Ohio decision, as the Council sought to evaluate the intrinsic value of natural resources impacted by the Exxon spill. In revising the studies, the Council included measures that would assess the cost of restoring, replacing, or acquiring the equivalent of the damages natural resources. The 1991 plan reiterated the methods of the 1990 studies and looked further at the increases in the market price of petroleum on consumers. By responding to the Ohio decision, this plan better approximated the total value of natural resource damages caused by the oil spill. As recalculated, the 1991 assessment plan estimated that damages were in excess of $3 billion, a figure that couldn’t help but facilitate the settlement for one-third that amount.

Through 1992, Exxon paid two annual installments, totaling $240 million, of the $900 million owed under the civil settlement agreement. Of this amount, $107 million was returned to federal and state agencies as reimbursement for presettlement cleanup and damage assessment costs. An additional $40 million was offset against Exxon’s payments for cleanup costs that Exxon incurred in 1991. This was a blue-ribbon reimbursement for the most chaotic, worst-managed, frenzied and destructive clean-up in history. Clean-up workers sat around on the beaches and rode around in boats and the EVOS Council paid for it. Clean-up workers looted archaeological sites and the Council paid for it. Beaches were gravelly damaged by hot-water scouring and the Council paid for it. Beaches were further contaminated by dispersants and the Council paid for it. Government agencies invented research they chose not to do themselves and the Council paid for it. Even the General Accounting Office could see room for improvement. The GAO recommended that “the three federal trustees proactively work with the three [state of Alaska] trustees to better ensure that the $1 billion being received as a result of the Exxon Valdez oil spill settlements is expended as intended.”

b. Mid-Course Correction: The Tanker Blockade

It is tempting to embrace the conclusion that the “Eureka” moment for the EVOS Trustee Council occurred when Alaska’s salmon commercial fishing fleet blockaded tanker access to Valdez. This happened in the fall of 1993. A GAO report that arrived in August of 1993 contained a scathing account of the Trustee Council’s procedures and outlays. This was not news to the local fishers, who were painfully aware of the lack of progress on restoration and quite familiar with the shell-game features of Council expenditures. The collapse of the pink salmon fishery was well underway. Knowing that Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt was in Alaska and that Exxon’s ship SeaRiver Baton Rouge was due to come into the Port of Valdez, the seine fleet on August 19 set up a blockade across the inlet with an intent to escort the ship to the terminal. The fishing
people hoped to raise awareness of their concerns. With advance knowledge of the blockade, Exxon delayed the ship’s approach. Other tankers also delayed their arrivals, not wanting to take the heat originally intended for Exxon. For possibly the first time since the opening of the Trans-Alaska pipeline in 1977, there were no tankers within Prince William Sound. Sympathy was definitely in the fishers’ favor; even pro-oil Governor Walter J. Hickel said: “if I were a fisherman, I’d probably be out there too.” Three days after the blockade began, Secretary Babbitt flew to Valdez to meet with the fishers. He convinced them to end the blockade; in exchange he would look into their concerns with the Trustee Council and their stalled civil litigation against Exxon. The Trustee Council was responsive. It began to finalize agreements for purchase of land and conservation easements on important forest habitat.\textsuperscript{154}

The EVOS Council also commenced a monitoring and research program that has grown in scope and intensity over time. The Council says that it has invested approximately $170 million to date on “hundreds of research, monitoring and general restoration projects.”\textsuperscript{155} These projects have investigated the impact of the spill on a wide variety of species, recreation, archaeological resources, and subsistence uses, among other resources.\textsuperscript{156}

The EVOS Council also has encouraged large-scale ecosystem studies, funding three long-term projects to assess ecosystem health and function. The Sound Ecosystem Assessment (SEA) project is the most ambitious of these studies, focusing on the impact to the herring and pink salmon fisheries and funded at $22.4 million over a seven-year period.\textsuperscript{157} The EVOS Council also funded the Alaska Predator Ecosystem Experiment (APEX), a five-year, $10.8-million project beginning in 1996.\textsuperscript{158} The APEX project investigated the general hypothesis that low food abundance contributes to the decline of seabird and marine mammal populations in Prince William Sound.\textsuperscript{159} Finally, in order to study the continuing impact of oil on mammal and bird species, in March 1995 the trustees approved a $6.5 million Nearshore Vertebrate Program (NVP), to be conducted over a period of six years.\textsuperscript{160} The NVP project focused on four species: two species that feed on fish (river otters and pigeon guillemots) and two species that feed on shellfish (sea otters and harlequin ducks).

The Council never could escape criticism of its spending priorities. It could only study a fraction of the 128 species killed in the Exxon Valdez spill,\textsuperscript{161} and there would be no follow-up of the uncelebrated marine invertebrates. No study means there will be no accounting, either in 1991 and certainly not fifteen years later in the context of the reopener. Additionally, the most conspicuous “restoration” the Council engaged in was the acquisition of a number of Native corporation properties around Prince William Sound that were slated for clear-cutting.\textsuperscript{162} The impetus for these actions came mostly from environmentalists\textsuperscript{163} and there are advantages to the Native entities from less-than-fee transfers. But strong and cogent objection was raised to whether a twentieth-century environmental catastrophe should serve to divest Natives of their properties as efficiently as the much-maligned nineteenth-century Indian General Allotment Act.\textsuperscript{164}
c. **Natives Left Out Again**

Not surprisingly, an EVOS Trustee Council consisting exclusively of state and federal employees was less than extravagant in its consignment of funds towards enhancement of Native resources. Several Native villages were in the middle of this disaster.\(^{165}\)

*Insert 8 – Native Alaskan Villages affected by the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill*

The spill interfered dramatically with subsistence harvests.\(^{166}\) Alaska Natives were a firm afterthought to the EVOS Trustee Council. Five years passed before the first acknowledgement that Tribes and Alaska Natives were more than just “community involvement.” In 1994, the Council made an initial foray into the realm of Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK). EVOS developed a handbook illustrating how their biologists can integrate TEK into their data collection. They also interviewed tribal elders to document historical distribution patterns of various species. Between the years 1995 and 2001, the Council engaged community facilitators (who typically were tribal government employees) from ten affected communities to facilitate communication between the Council and community members. The Council declares that a total of $6,219,611 was appropriated from the criminal settlement with Exxon to the Alaska Department of Community and Economic Development (DCED) to implement a grant program “with the purpose of restoring, replacing, or enhancing subsistence resources or
other services damaged or lost as a result of the Exxon Valdez oil spill.” The grants went
to the nine non-incorporated communities of Tatitlek, Chenega Bay, Port Graham,
Nanwalek, Kaliut, Chignik Lake, Chignik Lagoon, Perryville, and Ivanof Bay. The three
Alaska state representatives on the Trustee Council have the ultimate say on whether
grants are awarded. As of 2002, 24 projects had been funded through this grant
program.167

For the most part, tribes are an afterthought in Council procedures. They are
included along with the masses under the heading of “community involvement.” While
TEK is supposedly embraced by the Council, it serves as public relations dressing rather
than a legitimate source of knowledge. More effort goes into producing videos, a
handbook and workshops than incorporating TEK into scientific studies and qualitative
analysis. Tribal governments are barely recognized except perhaps as a conduit of
information. In Alaska, they are not one of three sovereigns outlined in the U.S.
Constitution.

The crucial subsistence issue of oiled food was addressed directly not by the
EVOS Trustee Council but by The Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry
(SETAC). Nothing could happen without the pervasive influence of Exxon. In July of
1989 Exxon and NOAA entered into a Memorandum of Understanding related to the
“Sampling and Analysis of Subsistence Food Resources.”168 This crucial information on
food warnings for subsistence users fell victim to the general embargo on litigation-
sensitive studies, and was not released in preliminary form for two years (March 1991).169
Public review wouldn’t happen until 1993.170 And it would not happen without the
ubiquitous influence of Exxon, explained this way by the Oil Spill Health Task Force
(OSHTF) convened by SETAC.171

.... Exxon Command decided to form its own team, including a medical
doctor and an industrial hygienist, to hold a series of meetings in all the
spill-area villages and with Native organizations about subsistence food
impacts, toxicity of oil to residents, and health threats to cleanup workers.
These meetings were two months before the OSHTF-sponsored
community meetings would begin. Exxon proceeded to arrange with the
board of directors of the North Pacific Rim, the Native tribal organization
for the Prince William Sound and Lower Cook Inlet Villages, and the
Kodiak Island Borough and the [Kodiak Area Native Association] to hold
a series of village meetings. Exxon also wanted to present the early risk-
assessment results from the [U.S. Food & Drug Administration] and the
sensory test results from the [Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation] in Palmer. However, the downside of this initiative by
Exxon was that these Exxon-sponsored meetings undermined the
OSHTF’s attempts to serve as a unified communication team while fueling
the villagers’ suspicions that they were being manipulated by competing
parties.
The truly independent experts in this story reported with regrets on "Crisis, Confusion, and Uncertainty Among Alaska Native Communities in the Oil Spill Area." They said "there was no existing agency or group with a clear mandate to address the questions of subsistence food safety and develop an adequate response to people's concerns and fears. This void of responsibility initially resulted in the perception on the part of many in the Native community that no one took their concerns seriously." Natives were never convinced that anything but politics stood behind the infamous "double standard": zero-tolerance policy for commercial fisheries if oil was present in quantities sufficient to foul gear; any food for subsistence fisheries was "likely safe to eat" if it had no smell, taste, or appearance of oil.

d. The Current Course: Reopener or Not?

Over time, the EVOS Trustee Council managed to achieve a modicum of independence from its political sponsors. It did develop a classification scheme for expressing progress towards the goal of complete restoration. It tracked thirty species and resources and characterized them as "Not Recovering", "Recovering", "Recovered" and "Recovery Unknown." A "recovered" species is one that has returned to pre-spill conditions, or perhaps it is one that meets recovery objectives. There has been no extended discussion of whether conditions and species not monitored are "fully recovered" because nothing otherwise is known. All are aware that the general lack of "baseline data" plays completely into the cynical hands of those who can detect no lingering consequence.

The Council's most recent "Status of Injured Resources" is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recovered</th>
<th>Recovering</th>
<th>Not Recovered</th>
<th>Recovery Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archeological</td>
<td>Clams</td>
<td>Common loon</td>
<td>Cutthroat trout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink salmon</td>
<td>Marbled murrelet</td>
<td>Harlequin duck</td>
<td>Dolly Varden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River otter</td>
<td>Mussels</td>
<td>Cormorants (3 species)</td>
<td>Kittlitz's murrelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sockeye salmon</td>
<td>Wilderness areas</td>
<td>Pacific herring</td>
<td>Rockfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bald eagle</td>
<td>Sea otter</td>
<td>Harbor seal</td>
<td>Subtidal communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black oystercatcher</td>
<td>Fish-eating killer whale pod AB</td>
<td>Pigeon Guillemot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common mure</td>
<td>Sediments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Insert 9 – Source: EVOS Status of Injured Resources 2002
In this document, the EVOS Council defines “recovered” as species for which recovery objectives have been met. “Recovering” is defined as “substantive progress is being made toward recovery objectives.” The “amount of progress and time needed to achieve recovery vary depending on the resource.” Resources that are “not recovered” demonstrate “little or no clear improvement since spill injuries occurred.” Resources that are labeled “recovery unknown” are those for which “limited data is available on life history or extent of injury; current research is inconclusive or not complete.”

In addition to the resources categorized above, the EVOS Council recognizes that certain human services were impaired by the spill. These services include recreation and tourism, commercial fishing, subsistence, and passive uses. The Council notes that each of these human services is “considered to be recovering until the resources on which they depend are fully recovered.”

Additionally, two key Council staffers have written revealingly on the status of recovery and the pursuit of the reopen. In 2003 Chief Scientist Phil Mundy advised the Council that Prince William Sound was an “impaired water body” under EPA criteria and thus conditions for triggering the reopen were “clearly met.” Formally, an “impaired water body” is a water body that has not attained and maintained water quality standards even after point sources of pollution have installed the required levels of pollution control technologies. The Clean Water Act requires states to develop lists of impaired water bodies and then develop and implement total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) for these waters. TMDLs specify the maximum amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still meet water quality standards.

Prince William Sound is listed in Alaska’s 2002/2003 Integrated Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment Report, required by the Clean Water Act, as “impaired but not needing a TMDL.” The justification offered is that a TMDL process would duplicate efforts of the Exxon Valdez Trustee Council and restoration projects specified in the Exxon Valdez Restoration Plan. Impairment of Prince William Sound is due to the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons, oil and grease from the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill.

Water quality standards are developed based on the uses for which a waterbody is allocated. Marine water uses in Alaska include aquaculture, seafood processing, industrial uses, water recreation, contact recreation, growth and propagation of fish, shellfish, other aquatic life, and wildlife, and harvesting of raw mollusks or other raw aquatic life. Prince William Sound is impaired because the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons, oil and grease are not low enough to satisfy the standards linked to those uses. In order to meet water quality standards Prince William Sound would have to be free of concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons in shoreline or bottom sediments that cause deleterious effects to aquatic life; surface waters and adjoining shorelines would have to be virtually free from floating oil, film, sheen, or discoloration; surface water could not exceed concentrations that individually or in combination impart odor or taste as determined by organoleptic tests; raw aquatic life organisms could not exceed concentrations that individually or in combination impart undesirable odor or taste as determined by bioassay or organoleptic test.

Bureaucratic wizardry alone is unable to save Alaska from the logic of the reopen. Sixteen years after the spill, Prince William Sound is still “impaired” based on
the presence of Exxon's petroleum hydro-carbons, oil and grease. The State of Alaska justifies avoidance of expensive TMDL analysis and implementation by reference to the Trustee Council's "pollution control requirements." But acquisition of habitat monitoring and assessment, which is what the EVOS Trustee Council does, are not "pollution control requirements" at all. The Council instead celebrates a strategy that "relies on natural recovery." Who will tell the TMDL planners that the state is prepared to leave $100 million on the table because it does not know what to do with it?

In 2003, the Executive Director of the EVOS Trustee Council, Molly McCammon, made it clear that she thought there were sufficient grounds for invoking the reopen. In a memo to the Trustee Council in which she discusses additional injuries to natural resources from the oil spill that have been discovered since the 1991 settlement, some notable comments include:

For some species, and for the ecosystem itself, it is likely that we will never know precisely if or when recovery has occurred. Hence, the Trustee Council decided in 1999 to create the [Gulf Ecosystem Monitoring] Program as its final restoration tool – a means of ensuring and enhancing restoration and recovery well into the future.

The best judgment of the scientists most closely familiar with oil spill injury determined that the potential for additional unknown injury falls into two categories: probable injury, but difficult to prove cause and effect, and probable injury with strong linkage to oil spill.

Probable injury unknown at time of settlement, but difficult to prove cause and effect: Pacific herring..., AB pod of killer whales..., effects of residual oil on sea birds: harlequin ducks, pigeon guillemots, cormorants, and common loons...

Probable injury unknown at time of settlement, with stronger linkage to oil spill: injury to subsistence uses ..., pink salmon had more damage than expected..., more oil remaining in the environment in a toxic state for a longer period of time than originally expected ..., effects of residual oil on sea otters..., harlequin ducks..., mussel beds data in 1999 indicate that oil is still being accumulated in mussels and several other invertebrate prey species.

From the beginning, the State of Alaska and the United States have never supported the idea of invoking the reopen. These two sovereigns have many reasons to be circumspect in proclaiming continuing damage. Nonetheless, they also understand that any decision to forego the reopen will attract intense public scrutiny. The EVOS Trustee Council has hired a consultant to help its thought process on these matters. This small step has produced its own stumbles.

In contracts worth over $850,000 Integral Consulting, Inc., will be conducting "a series of evaluations using available scientific data to provide an independent analysis of
recovery status of key resources and to define any linkage to residual oil." The work includes a re-survey of sediment quality to assess in situ levels of toxicity of sediments in areas most likely to remain oil impaired and a synthesis of scientific information relevant to injury from lingering oil that is intended to provide information on the status of injured resources and options for future restoration.

According to Integral's website, the firm has developed a "conceptual exposure model" (CEM) to provide a "pictorial representation of the relationship between oil and injured resources, including fate processes that affect the persistence and distribution of oil and exposure pathways that address bioavailability and bioaccessibility. The CEM also provides the framework for assessing those resources currently classified as 'recovering' or 'not recovered.'"

Familiar concerns about the Council's conflicts of interests have arisen over this contract with Integral. Ernesta Ballard (Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation until October 2004 when she went to work for Weyerhaeuser), who initially recommended Integral for the project, admitted in February 2005 to having worked with Integral on a project for Ketchikan Pulp Co. prior to her joining state government. The impartiality of Integral when it comes to developing projects for which the reopener money could be applied is also questionable. The website for the company notes that "Integral scientists provide the technical knowledge, regulatory understanding, and communication skills needed to assist potentially responsible parties and their counsel in addressing natural resource damage liability." Why would the Trustee Council go to a PRP consultant for its reopener advice? We recommend, instead, that questions about ongoing restoration be referred to a committee of the National Research Council. We are confident that this is the way to get unbiased advice, the best available, at reasonable cost.

Apparently even the Council doesn't think Integral's work will completely answer all questions. The EVOS Trustee Council issued a Request for Proposals on February 15, 2005, for study of possible remediation projects to address the problem of lingering oil.

Based on NOAA's most recent published findings, approximately 28 acres (approximately 56 tons) of lingering oil is estimated to persist in intertidal sediments of beaches in PWS. Although this is a small fraction of the total area oiled in 1989, it nevertheless remains a potential concern for ongoing exposure to resources that have not recovered from injury caused by the initial spill.

[L]ingering oil in surface sediments occurs primarily in the form of highly weathered, solid asphalt-like material sporadically present in the upper-intertidal of sheltered areas. This form of oil is not the target for potential remedial efforts. In contrast, Exxon Valdez oil (EVO) that penetrated the intertidal matrix of cobbles, gravel and finer sediments to subsurface depths is less susceptible to weathering processes and is generally more persistent. In addition, unlike surface EVO, subsurface EVO was not
directly subjected to sustained cleanup efforts performed by Exxon. This form of oil is considered more bioavailable than surface weathered oil and, where accessible, has resulted in ongoing exposure to intertidal resources. This oil is the focus of potential remedial efforts. Subsurface EVO appears particularly evident in moderate to highly sheltered shorelines that were heavily oiled soon after the initial spill.

Given the recent findings on lingering oil, it is an appropriate time to identify potential options for further clean up, evaluate them for effectiveness, economic cost, environmental benefits and environmental impacts. The fundamental question: Is there is a clean up strategy that can feasibly be implemented for the 28 acres of sub-surface oil in Prince William Sound that would be better than natural recovery?203

Proposals are due March 16, 2005, and a final report is due January 2006.201 With the problem defined as “28 acres of subsurface oil,” sweeping remedies are not in the offing.

On February 15, 2005, the EVOS Trustee Council also issued a Request for Proposals for “the synthesis of information relevant to Pacific herring and the determination of the status of this species.”202 The Trustee Council “is seeking an independent evaluation of [the 18 previously conducted monitoring and research projects of Pacific herring populations in Prince William Sound (PWS)] to assess the recovery status of Pacific herring in PWS in relation to EVOS and other possible causative factors.”203 Proposals are due March 16, 2005, and a final report is due January 2006.204

D. The Civil Suits: More “What Ifs”?

In the immediate wake of the spill, the Exxon Corporation faced enormous potential liabilities for natural resource damages. The common law was impressive, in anticipation of broad protections under the theories of public trust, parens patriae and public nuisance.205 Statutory definitions of “natural resources” protected all resources.206 Popular economic theories for measuring damage – notably, contingency valuation – would put liabilities in the many billions of dollars.207 The grim economic reality of “restoring” the ecological treasures smashed in Prince William Sound offered no solace. What does it cost to “save” a sea otter or a bald eagle? Ninety thousand and forty-two thousand dollars, respectively.208 At these rates, the company was facing astronomical out-of-pocket costs.

Before the spill, Exxon faced vast liabilities for natural resource monetary damages and injunctive relief initiated by many public and private parties. After the spill (and now in 2005), Exxon faces only a narrow and stilted version of injunctive relief completely monopolized by a hesitant State of Alaska and a reluctant United States. How was this transformation in liability achieved?

Exxon’s legal defensive strategy was brilliantly conceived and effectively implemented. It consisted of (1) takeover and domination of the clean-up; (2) voluntary
payments to most-injured parties; (3) quick settlement of the NRD claims; and (4) aggressive resistance of all other claims for natural resource damages. Exxon went out and got the law it wanted.

1. Takeover and Domination of the Clean-Up

"After they left, they would not be heard from again,"
commenting on the experience of the residents of English Bay
on the departure of VECO [Exxon contractor]

This clean-up was a disaster on the ground and a smashing legal success for the company. All were swept up in the "crisis" and the bickering, mistakes, and regrets were bundled into a manageable package of "we did the best we could." This tactic allowed Exxon to assume the "good citizen" mantle that would prove enormously beneficial over the longer haul.

As a "good citizen" Exxon would win extravagant reimbursement for the funds it would contribute in the natural resources settlement. As a "good citizen," it would win "forgiveness" (just what is this?) of a $125 million fine in the criminal case. As a "good citizen," the NRD settlement would sail through with a wink and a nod. As a "good citizen," Exxon would win reduction of the punitive damage awards against it.
This “good citizen” with the help of its good lawyers managed to pass a good share of the costs onto its insurers. After six years of arbitration and litigation, Exxon and a consortium of more than 100 international insurers settled the coverage dispute arising from the spill in 1996.\textsuperscript{211} The total settlement was for $780 million.\textsuperscript{212} Exxon claimed coverage under various sections of its policies. The claims included first-party property coverage for removal of debris, marine liability to cover cargo-owners’ losses, and general liability for pollution cleanup costs.\textsuperscript{213} The settlement provided relief for a large portion of the expenses Exxon incurred in the cleanup effort, which Exxon claims to be in excess of $2.5 billion.\textsuperscript{214}

The outer limits of “good citizen” cost recovery were reached only in the takings case the company filed against the Congressional decision to banish the Exxon Valdez from the waters of Prince William Sound. In a truly medieval gesture, Congress declared in the 1990 OPA that any tank vessel that spilled more than one million gallons of oil into the marine environment of Prince William Sound after March 22, 1989 was excluded from the Sound.\textsuperscript{215} This provision effectively banned only the Exxon Valdez from operating in Prince William Sound, as no other tank vessel had spilled more than one million gallons of oil into the marine environment.\textsuperscript{216} The court was not impressed with Exxon’s arguments that this was the first bill of attainder ever directed at an inanimate object. The court held that the relevant provision of OPA was not an unconstitutional bill of attainder because it did not punish the plaintiffs, and that the provision did not violate the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment because it furthered a rational legislative purpose.\textsuperscript{217} The court noted that it is “rational for Congress to use this past disaster as a measure of future performance to specifically bar the Exxon Valdez from transporting oil through Prince William Sound, an area that Congress has accorded special statutory protection.”\textsuperscript{218}

2. Exxon Voluntary Payments

The payment / settlement strategy also was well conceived and highly successful. It soaked up the private claims and undercut the broader litigation strategies of the private bar that was breathing fire in the wake of the spill.\textsuperscript{219} Of course, Exxon cannot take all the credit; Judge Holland did his part by ruling that plaintiffs in federal court must exhaust the 100 million dollar Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act (TAPAA) fund before pursuing their claims.\textsuperscript{220} TAPAA cushioned the initial blow for Exxon across a broad spectrum of claimants because the fund did not pay out on a first-come, first-served basis. Total claims far exceeded the 100 million dollar cap on the fund. The fund paid out proportionately on all accepted claims, leaving claimants to settle with or fight against Exxon for their remaining balance.\textsuperscript{221}

In the first year of litigation Exxon faced 52,000 plaintiffs filing more than 200 suits in federal and state court. While claimants argued amongst themselves whether individual or class action was the best way to proceed, Exxon continued whittling away at the ranks, settling with over 10,000 claimants for a total of $235,000,000.\textsuperscript{222} Exxon encouraged settlement by making litigation as complicated and intimidating as possible, consistently challenging who could sue or be sued. Typical defenses included:
the "who me?": Bligh Reef wasn't well marked, or government officials are to blame for damages resulting from cleanup decisions and priorities because we (Exxon) were just following orders,

the "why are you whining?": fishermen and cannery workers' claims for lost wages should be offset by money earned for spill cleanup,

the "haven't we suffered enough?": punitive damage awards in one case should bar them from another,

and the "stiff arm" of precedent: Robins Dry Dock & Repair Co. v. Flint precludes recovering economic losses "absent physical damage to a proprietary interest."223

Exxon picked the low hanging fruit by establishing a Claims Program for fishermen with clear courtroom winners. For them, Exxon paid the net average income over the preceding three fishing seasons prior to the spill.234 In 1994, Exxon settled with various municipalities and with a class of Native Alaskan subsistence users for just over $24 million.225

Exxon strategically employed a divide-and-conquer strategy for compensatory damages, but pushed for and won a broad mandatory class certification for punitive damages.226 Without the bothersome opt-out clause of b(3) class certification, Exxon could gather all the potential punitive awards in a single net and then hang it out to dry, which is precisely what it did. To date, no one has seen a nickel of the five-billion-dollar award. Even better, Exxon continues to earn about 18% on investments while the unpaid punitive damage award accrues interest at only 6%.227 At that rate, it appears that the punitive damage award, as well as the tax-deductible legal expenses for the endless stream of motions challenging the award, could soon pay for themselves.

Exxon's voluntary payment strategy was successful on many levels. Its early Claims Program immediately handed cash to the highly visible candidates such as fishermen and was therefore an effective public relations tool to show the corporation's willingness to make things right. Early settlement also saved everyone the headache of further litigation, and in some cases it was gamble that paid off well for Exxon.228 The real coup, however, was entrenching a standard for damages before anyone had a clue what the extent of the damage would be. Alaska governor Tony Knowles wrote to Exxon just after Christmas of 2001, offering his office and resources to facilitate resolution of litigation and outstanding claims by Alaskans in the wake of the Ninth Circuit decision on damages.229 Exxon responded a month later, clarifying the difference between actual and punitive damages. Exxon was keen to point out that all compensation for actual damages had been paid. The Ninth Circuit simply had laid out a course for solving punitive damages.230 Faced only with the punitive damages question, Exxon could wash its hands of the mess of actual damages left in Alaska.

Certainly, a most valuable asset to any capitalistic venture is predictability. Exxon sought to buy it as cheaply as possible. Recognizing the enormity of the disaster, Exxon was simply proactive in setting the price of its own liability. Losing control of that price would have been a bad business decision. Everyone knows that the reopeners'
100 million dollar price tag is not what is at stake for Exxon; the reopener represents open-ended liability for future spills. This is a dangerous proposition that Exxon is likely to resist.

3. Quick Settlement of the NRD Claims

The successful settlement of the NRD claims only can look better to Exxon with each passing year. In March 1991, the United States and the State of Alaska, acting as trustees for the public, sued Exxon.231 As mentioned above, the three parties reached a civil and criminal settlement agreement that was approved on October 8, 1991 by Judge Holland. The Consent Decree states that the compensatory and remedial relief is being recovered by the state and federal governments “in their capacity as trustees of Natural Resources on behalf of the public for injury.”232 The inclusion of this clause in the Consent Decree invokes the doctrine of res judicata and purports to bar any claims brought by other plaintiffs due to damage to natural resources caused by the oil spill.233 Thus; after the approval of the 1991 settlement agreement between Exxon and the state and federal governments, the only actionable claims could be those by trustees not represented or by parties suffering damages different from those incurred by the general public.

From Exxon’s perspective, the quick settlement of the natural resource damage claims with the State of Alaska and the United States is best characterized as a legal triumph. While the amount of the settlement was unprecedented at the time, it did not match Exxon’s $5 billion annual profits. More importantly, the true value of the civil settlement was that it would insulate the company from any and all natural resource damage claims above and beyond the $900 million. Exxon bet at the moment of settlement (Oct. 8, 1991) that it could hold its NRD liabilities to those prescribed. Over time, it has won this bet against many takers.

The $100-million reopener was a small if unwelcome concession in Exxon’s broader strategy. It was a sweetener that would facilitate the approval of the settlement. The Exxon lawyers who worked on it in 1991 had reason to believe that the contingencies it anticipated were remote and unlikely; and if for some reason they came to pass, they could be blocked by the fine print of the better lawyers captured in the drafting. Today the $100 million doesn’t look that impressive.234 Chances for collecting it don’t look that good.

4. Strategic Settlement of the Chenega Bay Case

The tribes were the missing third trustee. They were a grave threat to the NRD settlement but were repelled in the Chenega Bay case.

After learning about the pending settlement between the Governments and Exxon, and after unsuccessful attempts to participate in those negotiations,235 in March 1991, the Native Village of Chenega Bay and other Native villages and Native corporations236 sued in the District Court for the District of Columbia to enjoin the settlement.237 In the consolidated cases, the Native Interests asserted that the pending settlement between the
Governments and Exxon would compromise the plaintiffs’ rights to seek relief themselves against Exxon and Alyeska. Specifically, the Native Interests asserted that they had a right to act as trustees for purposes of claiming, recovering and using natural resource damage recoveries for the benefit of resources that they depended upon for subsistence, and that they had the right to require that the Governments consult with and seek consent from them prior to commencement of any damage assessment or restoration activities performed on their lands. The Governments made representations that “resolution of the [United States’] natural resource damages should not impair rights or claims of third parties.” Judge Stanley Sporkin took this to mean that “Exxon and Alyeska may be liable to the plaintiffs for damages to natural resources and/or lands they have an interest in, even if it is claimed the same natural resources and/or lands are covered by the settlement agreement among [the Governments] and Exxon and Alyeska.” Judge Sporkin denied the plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction based on the Governments’ representations. He retained jurisdiction to “ensure that the defendants’ representations are carried out so that plaintiffs’ rights are protected.” In April 1991, the court found that the proposed settlement between the Governments and Exxon might interfere with the natural resources rights of the Alaska Natives. Judge Sporkin ordered discovery to ascertain if Exxon intended to use the civil settlement against the Alaska Natives’ interests. In deposition, Exxon’s Chairman revealed that the interests of Alaska Natives were not even considered in the proposed settlement.

After successfully delaying the settlement between the Governments and Exxon for seven months, and possibly influencing a slightly higher criminal penalty against Exxon in that settlement, the Native Interests entered into their own settlement with the Governments on September 24, 1991.

In the consent decree between the Governments and the Native Interests, the Governments retained all rights to act as trustees for natural resources (including those used for subsistence), to the exclusion of the Native Interests. The Native Interests gave up any right to act as co-trustees with the Governments or to receive or control the use of any natural resource damage recoveries arising out of the oil spill.

The Governments recognized that the Native Interests retained the right to pursue private claims for all private harms resulting from injuries caused by the oil spill.

Although the Governments promised to “endeavor to restore the natural resources injured by the Oil Spill, including those resources used for subsistence,” nothing in the Decree required “either Government to take any action which, in its judgment, is unnecessary or inappropriate in light of statutory or other legal standards applicable to damage assessment or restoration process or to allocate, set aside, or expend any portion of any natural resource damage recovery received by the Governments for the specific purpose of restoring natural resources used for subsistence.”

The Governments also agreed to obtain the consent of the appropriate ANCSA Corporation Class prior to conducting damage assessment or restoration activities on the corporations’ lands, and “to the extent required by federal and state law,” to consider the views of the Corporation Class prior to making decisions regarding damage assessment or restoration activities on lands which the corporations had selected but
which had not yet been conveyed to the corporation. The ANCSA Corporation Class agreed to provide the Governments access to their land for those activities.

The Native Interests were allowed to include one or more representatives on any future public advisory group that might be established.

The United States and the Native Interests agreed to undertake a joint study of the impact of the oil spill on the natural resources used for subsistence by Alaska Natives. Although the state did not have to participate in the study, it retained the right to have access to the study and monitor its progress. The Governments agreed to provide scientific information needed for the study to the Native Interests. This was also considered a success for the Native Interests, as the Governments had until that point not been willing to share results of any studies it had conducted in anticipation of litigation with Exxon. The Native Interests intended to use this information in their pending Exxon litigation.

Finally, and probably most importantly with respect to the reopen, the settlement between the Native Interests and the Governments resulted in dismissal of the complaints filed in the D.C. District Court. The dismissal would "forever discharge the Governments from any and all liabilities, claims, demands, causes of action and obligations, based on federal or state statute, admiralty, or on common law, that in any way are based upon, arise out of, or have any connection whatsoever with any act, omission, cause or matter relating to the Governments' joint or separate efforts to obtain natural resource damage recoveries, including claims that were asserted or could have been asserted within the scope of the complaints filed in [the D.C. District Court]."

Any Alaskan tribe intervening to enforce the reopen will have to overcome the preclusive effect of this decree. Interestingly, the word "tribes" does not appear in the definition of the "Alaska Native Class." Also, any reopen claim did not exist at the time of this Chenega Bay settlement (Sept. 24, 1991) and would not exist until the principal case was settled on Oct. 8, 1991. If Native representatives in this case actually "settled" future claims for unknown injury to natural resources, then nice questions arise over public trust or federal Indian trust limitations on authority of trustees to dispose of their patrimony in this way.

5. **Successful Defense of the Exclusivity of the NRD Settlement Process**

Exxon's proudest litigation moments had to be the transformation of the NRD process from a regime where many parties could sue for money damages and broad injunctions to one where only the U.S. and Alaska could seek the narrowest of injunctions. This happened in two steps.

a. **Alaska Sport Fishing Association v. Exxon Corp.**

In June 1989, the Alaska Sport Fishing Association ("ASFA") filed an action in Alaska Superior Court on behalf of a class of an estimated 130,000 recreational sport fishers who used Prince William Sound and other areas affected by the *Exxon Valdez* oil
spill. The plaintiffs sought injunctive relief and monitoring damages "to provide for an environmental mitigation and monitoring fund." In August 1989, a suit was filed by the National Wildlife Federation, Natural Resources Defense Council, and Wildlife Federation of Alaska. These plaintiffs sought to establish a conservation trust fund to restore the ecology of the oil impact area, to protect the area from further environmental harm, to restore wildlife populations on land and in the sea, to fund scientific studies and monitoring of the area, and to acquire resources equivalent to those lost in the spill.

The ASFA and conservation trust plaintiffs' actions were later consolidated. In October 1991, the United States and Alaska entered into their civil settlement with Exxon. The Consent Decree defined "natural resource damages" to include "remedial relief recoverable by the Governments' in their capacity as trustees of Natural Resources on behalf of the public for injury to all natural resources resulting from the oil spill, ... under any federal or state statute or maritime or common law relating to the environment." One month later, Exxon filed for removal of the consolidated ASFA and conservation trust plaintiffs' case to federal court and moved for summary judgment, arguing that the suit was in derogation of the federal settlement. The district court (Judge Holland) granted Exxon's motion, ruling that: (1) the plaintiffs were in privity with the governments in entering into the Consent Decree; and (2) the doctrine of res judicata precluded further claims for public relief. The district court's approval of the removal action was affirmed by the Ninth Circuit in 1994. The district court allowed the ASFA to amend its complaint to "better allege their uniquely private claims." But the court ultimately was "convinced that the sport fishermen were unable to allege private claims because these plaintiffs suffered no private injury." On appeal, the Ninth Circuit upheld the district court; the court found that the October Consent Decree was res judicata, that it covered all lost use damages, and that plaintiffs were in privity with the governments under the parens patriae doctrine and as such the governments had already represented the ASFA when they entered into the Consent Decree.

The plight of the Alaska sport fishermen and the environmental groups exemplifies how Judge Holland and the Ninth Circuit took an aggressively anti-plaintiff stance in private suits brought as a result of the oil spill. Some commentators have argued that there is a substantial difference between active and passive loss of use. But the holding in this case confirms that anytime the government enters into a settlement decree, the doctrines of res judicata and parens patriae can be used to quash all remaining NRD claims, even in the face of allegations that the government did not act in the best interest of private parties or the public resource.

b. In re Native Class

There were hard questions raised about the Alaskan Natives' claim for damages to their "subsistence way of life" attributable to the Exxon Valdez oil spill. But the courts were sympathetic to none of them.

Following the oil spill and the settlement agreement between the United States, Alaska and Exxon, Alaska Natives brought their own class action seeking damages for loss of their subsistence way of life. Originally, the class was composed of "all Alaska
Natives and Native organizations including but not limited to, individuals, Native villages, incorporated and unincorporated Native entities and associations and tribal entities, who engage in, rely upon, promote or preserve, wholly or in part, a subsistence way of life.\textsuperscript{267} Subsequently, changes were made to the class excluding all Native villages and government entities and limiting the claim to 3455 individual Alaska Natives.\textsuperscript{268} The cause of action was originally brought in state court and was later removed. After removal, the Alaska Native class split their action into two parts: one for economic damages due to loss of harvest, and one for noneconomic damages due to injury to their subsistence way of life. Native Class settled with Exxon for the economic damages.\textsuperscript{269} The court then granted Exxon’s motion for summary judgment on all noneconomic injury claims asserted by the Class.\textsuperscript{270}

In his decision dismissing the case, Judge Holland declared that “[t]he law remains that a private litigant cannot recover damages for a public nuisance unless he or she can show a special injury different in kind from that suffered by the general public.” The Class argued that the “unique nature of their subsistence lifestyle is the keystone to their culture.”\textsuperscript{271} This “special injury” rule is a regrettable relic that restricts private standing to correct public nuisances “ostensibly . . . to protect defendants from a multiplicity of actions, to discourage trivial lawsuits, and to prevent interference with the discretion of public authorities.”\textsuperscript{272} It was applied in this case to protect defendants from the only meaningful action that would ever be brought by anyone to correct the subsistence injury.

A private claimant who suffers an injury “different” from the public at large can bring suit to correct a public nuisance. Judge Holland chose the narrow version of this rule – the difference must be not only in degree but in kind – and then declared that this subsistence-cultural claim is common to everybody: “The court takes notice of the fact that hunting and fishing for the family table is traditional throughout all of rural America.” Taking heart in the idea that subsistence lifestyle is no different than traditional hunting and fishing a la Daniel Boone, the court held: “All Alaskans, and not just Alaska Natives, have the right to obtain and share wild food, enjoy uncontaminated nature, and cultivate traditional, cultural, spiritual, and psychological benefits in pristine natural surroundings.”\textsuperscript{273}

Neither the length of time in which Alaska Natives have practiced a subsistence lifestyle nor the manner in which it is practiced makes the Alaska Native subsistence lifestyle unique: “These attributes of the Alaska Native lifestyle only make it different in degree from the same subsistence lifestyle available to all Alaskans. The Alaska Natives do not have a viable, maritime, public nuisance claim, as their claim is only different in degree, but not in kind, from that suffered by the general population of Alaska.”\textsuperscript{274}

In dicta, the court drove the final nail in the coffin of Alaska Native subsistence claims by summarizing the many other impacts on Native culture beyond the oil spill: “We are powerless to prevent change; and accidents are no stranger to human existence . . . However, one's culture – a person's way of life – is deeply embedded in the mind and heart. Even catastrophic cultural impacts cannot change what is in the mind or in the heart unless we lose the will to pursue a given way of life. If (and we think this is not the case) the Native culture was in such distress that the Exxon Valdez oil spill sapped the
will of the Native peoples to carry on their way of life, then a Native subsistence lifestyle was already lost before March 24, 1989.”

This last observation is Judge Holland’s take on Paul Bohannon’s expert testimony in the case that culture is something embedded in the mind. A useful abstraction perhaps. The devastation of the Native economies and hopes had another side of healthy resilience and determined defiance. But the injury complained of had its concrete and identifiable particulars. Judge Holland might have seen it had the oil — and the “cleanup” vandals who followed it — come into his house, taken his food, removed his table, crushed his heirlooms, scattered his memories, seized his records, and killed his companions.

But the Ninth Circuit affirmed Judge Holland’s dismissal of the Native claims in all particulars and without a twinge of hesitation. Those “noneconomic” cultural claims were “potentially different in degree” but not “different in kind” from the injuries suffered by other Alaskans. Natives could not sue to correct the cultural wrongs any more than the EVOS Trustee Council could move to correct them. All dissent was buried in the law journals and in the disappointments of the Native people who had been turned away. Exxon won millions for its remorse; the Natives got nothing for their distress. Judge Holland was resoundingly correct in one particular — Alaska Native culture that is “embedded in the mind and heart” is not easily destroyed even when the Ninth Circuit tries its hardest.

6. The Slow Death of Punitive Damages

a. Five Billion to Four Billion to 4.5 Billion

The punitive damages phase of the Exxon Valdez case was born in a creative flourish that gives high hope to students of law. It has slowly succumbed to the more cynical details of the legal process.

The proceedings to assess punitive damages began with the certification of a mandatory punitive damages class in 1994 under the direction of Judge Holland. The class included all persons who possessed or asserted claims for punitive damages against Exxon. The formation of one punitive damages class was done primarily for legal efficiency and equality. It insured that Exxon would not be punished numerous times and that all plaintiffs could recover damages. On May 2, 1994, the federal trial commenced. In Phase 1 of the three-part trial, the jury unanimously found that both Captain Hazelwood and Exxon recklessly caused the accident. In Phase 2, the jury returned a verdict awarding compensatory damages of $287 million for losses relating to the spill. On September 16, 1994, the verdict for Phase 3, assessing punitive damages, resulted in an award of $5 billion. After the verdict was announced, the plaintiff’s lawyer hugged his 3-year old son as an attorney for Exxon whispered “he’ll be in college before you get any of that money.” So far, those words have been prophetic as Exxon has not paid any of the punitive damages awarded.

The punitive damages case reached the Ninth Circuit in 1999. In the intervening time, Exxon filed “more than 60 petitions and appeals, sought 23 time extensions and
filed more than 1,000 motions, briefs, requests and demands. It has asked for a reduction in the award, a reversal and a new trial. It has claimed jury misconduct and jury tampering.\textsuperscript{285} On Exxon’s appeal of the jury’s punitive damage award, the Ninth Circuit vacated and remanded the award.\textsuperscript{286} The District Court was ordered to apply the standards put forth by the Supreme Court in \textit{BMW of North America v. Gore and Cooper Industries, Inc. v. Leatherman Tool Group, Inc.}\textsuperscript{287} In applying the standards, the Ninth Circuit found that because the spill was an accident and Exxon acted promptly to mitigate the effects, the reprehensibility was reduced. Also, the ratio of punitive to compensatory damages was seventeen to one, which exceeded the four to one ratio that the Supreme Court called “close to the line” in \textit{Pacific Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Haslip}.\textsuperscript{288} Finally, the Court determined that the punitive damage award exceeded the other comparable penalties and those allowable under the Oil Pollution Act.\textsuperscript{289} Based on these factors, the District Court was ordered to reduce the amount of punitive damages.

The District Court reevaluated the amount of punitive damages awarded and determined that $5 billion did not violate due process as describe in \textit{BMW v. Gore}.\textsuperscript{290} In applying the \textit{Gore} factors, the District Court found that Exxon’s conduct was highly reprehensible. Also, the ratio of punitive harm to quantifiable damages was 9.85-to-1, which does not exceed the 10-to-1 ratio upheld in \textit{TXO Production Corp v. Alliance Resources Corp.}\textsuperscript{291} The court determined the amount of quantifiable damages by adding up all the payments made by Exxon to get an amount of “actual harm” of $507,509,094. Judge Holland reached this amount by totaling twenty-one awards, payments, and settlements.\textsuperscript{292} Finally, the Court determined that the penalty was appropriate based on comparable misconduct. Despite the ratio of punitive to actual harm falling within an acceptable limit, the court found that the award had to be reduced to $4 billion to comply with the Ninth Circuit’s mandate.\textsuperscript{293} Exxon again appealed the amount of the award.

In August 2003, the Ninth Circuit vacated the $4 billion punitive damages judgment and remanded the case to the District Court to reconsider the punitive damages award in light of the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co. v. Campbell}.\textsuperscript{294} In reassessing actual harm yet again, Judge Holland considered twenty-four awards, payments, and settlements to find a total of $513,147,740.\textsuperscript{295} In January 2004, the District Court held that the imposition of $5 billion in punitive damages would not violate the \textit{State Farm} principle that punitive damages could not be used to punish and deter defendant for conduct that happened in another jurisdiction (court may not consider extra-territorial conduct that has no nexus to the harm suffered by plaintiffs). Also, the award of $5 billion in punitive damages would not violate the oil company’s due process rights. Finally, the award would be reduced to $4.5 billion in order to comply with the Ninth Circuit’s remand order.\textsuperscript{296}

b. \textbf{The Seattle Seven Interlude}

A telling component of this litigation involves claims brought by the “Seattle Seven,” a group of seafood processors. On January 8, 1991, the Seattle Seven entered into a settlement agreement with Exxon for damages caused by the oil spill. Exxon agreed to pay the Seattle Seven approximately $70 million in exchange for a release of all
claims and certain other agreements, including an agreement that the group "take all reasonable, lawful and ethical . . . actions to assist Exxon so that Exxon may recapture or obtain a credit or offset for any punitive damages, awards, settlements, and claims."

On January 11, 1996, Exxon and the Seattle Seven entered into a second agreement for an additional $6 million. The Seattle Seven agreed to challenge the Plan of Allocation of punitive damages and reimburse Exxon for their share of the award (about $733 million). In exchange, if successful, the Seattle Seven would keep an additional $12 million.

After the Court upheld the jury's $5 billion punitive damages verdict in 1995, the plaintiffs were obliged to develop a plan for the appropriation of the awarded amount. The Seattle Seven formally objected to the allocation plan. They claimed that because they settled with Exxon for a sum of 15 percent of the damages, they were entitled to 15 percent of the punitive damage award, or approximately $745 million. The District Court strongly rejected this secret agreement and found that "public policy will not allow Exxon to use a secret deal to undercut the jury system. . . ." On appeal, the Ninth Circuit vacated the District Court's decision. The Court found that cede-back provisions were enforceable, they should not be disclosed to the jury, and that there were no circumstances in the case that would have warranted disclosing the terms of the cede-back provision to the jury. Therefore, the Court concluded that the cede-back provision did not preclude the Seattle Seven from sharing in the punitive damage award.

As the description of the punitive damage litigation indicates, Exxon has done everything legally possible to delay its payment of the awarded punitive damages. This litigation effort can best be characterized as being tortured by the appellate process and by Exxon's 'brilliant and cynical' moves. Six times to the U.S. Court of Appeals. Six wins for Exxon. Currently, Judge Holland's most recent determination that punitive damages be set at $4.5 billion dollars is pending a hearing before the Ninth Circuit. By delaying its payment, Exxon continues to accrue interest on its debt to society, limiting the impact of the punitive damages as a means of punishing and deterring reckless behavior.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Opinion Writer / other panel members</th>
<th>The Ninth Circuit ... Exxon-Friendly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Eyak Native Village v. Exxon Corp.</em>, 25 F.3d 773 (1994)</td>
<td>Procter Hug, Jr. (Nevada) / Herbert Y.C. Choy (Hawaii), Edward Leavy (Oregon)</td>
<td>“Trust” plaintiffs composed of environmental organizations—National Wildlife Federation (&quot;NWF&quot;), Wildlife Federation of Alaska (&quot;WFA&quot;), Natural Resources Defense Council (&quot;NRDC&quot;) asserted that they were entitled to sue as trustees for public users of the natural resources as a supplement to the damages secured by the State and the United States in the consent decree because (1) the State had a conflict of interest in negotiating the decree because of its own potential liability exposure and (2) the settlement did not provide sufficient funds for environmental injuries. Exxon removed the case to federal court (alleging that the complaints represented a collateral attack on a federal court judgment). The Ninth Circuit upholds District Court's decision granting removal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Alaska Sport Fishing Ass'n v. Exxon Corp.</em>, 34 F.3d 769 (1994)</td>
<td><em>Per Curiam:</em> Alfred T. Goodwin (California), Dorothy W. Nelson (California), &amp; Cynthia H. Hall (California)</td>
<td>Class of 130,000 sport fishers assert individual, private claims for loss of use of natural resources. The Ninth Circuit affirms District Court's decision that the Governments' (U.S. and Alaska) had the authority to recover all lost use damages; the Consent Decree between the Governments' and Exxon specifically said it covered all lost use damages; and when the state is acting as <em>paes patriae</em>, it is presumed to work in the public interest. The Governments had already represented ASFA when they entered into the Consent Decree; therefore, <em>res judicata</em> prevented the ASFA suit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>In re Native Class</em>, 104 F.3d 1196 (1997)</td>
<td>Senior District Judge (N.D. Calif.) William H. Schwarzer / Alex Kozinski (California) &amp; Edward Leavy (Oregon)</td>
<td>The Ninth Circuit holds that cultural damage—damage to the Alaska Native Class’ subsistence way of life—may not cause compensable injury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>In re Exxon Valdez</em>, 229 F.3d 790 (2000)</td>
<td>Mary M. Schroeder (Arizona) / James R. Browning (California) &amp; Andrew J. Kleinfeld (Alaska)</td>
<td>Exxon's settlement with a group of Seattle seafood processors (&quot;the Seattle Seven&quot;) included a &quot;cede back&quot; provision that required the group to give back to Exxon any portion of punitive damages allocated to the group. The Ninth Circuit reverses District Court and holds that the cede back provisions were not unenforceable as against public policy, the provisions did not have to be disclosed to the jury, and the settlement agreement did not preclude the group sharing in the punitive damages award.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>In re Exxon Valdez</em>, 270 F.3d 1215 (2001)</td>
<td>Andrew J. Kleinfeld (Alaska) / Mary M. Schroeder (Arizona) &amp; James R. Browning (California)</td>
<td>The Ninth Circuit holds that although there was substantial evidence to support the $5 billion jury verdict, a punitive damages award must pass &quot;muster under federal due process analysis&quot; in addition to reviewing whether the evidence is sufficient as a matter of law to support the award. Court holds that the $5 billion punitive damages award is too high to withstand the review court is required to give it under <em>BMW v. Gore</em> and <em>Cooper Industries, Inc. v. Lecherman Tool Group, Inc.</em> [Due Process review]. It must be reduced. [On remand, Dist. Ct. holds that $5 billion punitive damage award does not violate Due Process but reduces award to $4 billion in light of Ninth Circuit's mandate – 236 F.Supp.2d 1043 (D.Alaska Dec. 9, 2002)].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E. Double-Hulls and Margins of Tolerance

The OPA of 1990 was a law fashioned by the horror, chagrin, and tears of the 1989 oil spill. Congress did much to fix the deficiencies that were on conspicuous display post-EVOS. It even took steps to redesign these tanker tubs of petroleum by the simple expedient of mandating double-hulls in the design and construction.

The EVOS proved yet again to the most cynical of observers that there is no clean-up strategy to repair the damage after-the-fact. Effective clean-up cannot be done and will not be done. The most decisive destruction is that which is cumulative, ongoing, and relentless.

In a world “resistant” to silver-bullet solutions, Congress thought it had discovered one in the 1990 OPA – a technological change to “double hulls.” Exxon thought so too. It fought the requirement throughout the legislative process. In the Senate, efforts to mandate double hulls “lost quite narrowly.” The House version “contained a double hull provision to be phased in over 15 years.” A phase-out of single hull tankers was to begin in 1995. By 2010, all vessels over 5,000 gross tons with single hulls are prohibited from operating “until they are converted to double hulls.”

Twenty years was the Congressional margin of tolerance for double hulls. This requirement has had zero impact on Exxon traffic in Prince William Sound since the 1989 spill.

Double-hulls was a road “not taken” in the 1990 OPA, and it is a road that beckons again during this 2002-06 “reopener” window. All talk of “futility” in making future “project” investments to help Prince William Sound escape its well-oiled past is nonsense. The Sound could be protected significantly if every penny of this $100 million were sent back to Exxon with instructions to invest it in putting double-hulls on the tanker fleet moving Valdez oil.

III. Road to be Taken: Applying the “Reopener”

A. Legal Conditions

To trigger the reopener, it is necessary to demonstrate that (1) “populations, habitats, or species” have suffered losses or declines in the area of the spill; (2) these losses must be “substantial”; (3) they must be “as a result” of the oil spill; (4) they could not be reasonably known nor anticipated by the trustees; (5) restoration “projects” must be identifiable and set forth in a “restoration plan”; and (6) costs of any project “must not be grossly disproportionate to the magnitude of the benefits anticipated from the remediation.”

1. Have “one or more populations, habitats, or species” suffered a “substantial loss or substantial decline in the areas affected by the Oil Spill”?

The short answer to this question is that many “populations, habitats or species” have suffered losses and declines in Prince William Sound, and these downturns have
been substantial. An impressive summary of these consequences appears in the 2003 Science article by C.H. Peterson et al., entitled "Long-Term Ecosystem Response to the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill." Hundreds of studies and numerous uncertainties did not prevent Peterson and colleagues from reaching powerful general conclusions:

- oil persisted beyond a decade in surprising amounts and in toxic forms, was sufficiently bioavailable to induce chronic biological exposures, and had long-term impacts at the population level. Three major pathways of induction of long-term impacts emerge (i) chronic persistence of oil, biological exposures, and population impacts to species closely associated with shallow sediments; (ii) delayed population impacts of sublethal doses compromising health, growth, and reproduction; and (iii) indirect effects of trophic and interaction cascades, all of which transmit impacts well beyond the acute-phase mortality.

Understand, then, that populations, habitats, and species continue to be exposed to toxic oil in toxic amounts in Prince William Sound; that these exposures compromise the health, growth, and reproduction of individual animals with population consequences; and that these effects show up at different trophic levels.

Documentation of these losses extends across the populations, habitats and species that populate Prince William Sound. Further elaboration of a few species and environments is supplied immediately below. This is neither an exhaustive list nor even the worst cases of spill-impacted populations.

2. **How Does One Measure Whether Declines in Populations, Habitats, or Species Are Substantial?**

a. **Generally**

This question of whether the state of the world has sunk beneath a legally acceptable norm is inescapable in environmental law and crucial to resolution of the Exxon Valdez reopener. The common law of nuisance and public trust measures violation by reference to whether injury is "substantial." The Endangered Species Act and the Superfund Law, to mention two disparate examples, demand somewhat different levels of improvement to the environmental "baseline" – the one at which listed species are fully "recovered," the other at which human health is fully protected.

Another impressive article in Science casts further light on this elusive "baseline." This study of historical fishing practices hypothesizes that the kelp forest ecosystem in Alaska developed during the past twenty million years, with the evolution of kelp, sea urchins and the Steller's sea cow (hunted to extinction by 1768) leading to a flourishing kelp habitat. Since then, the hunting of sea otters – by humans until the 20th century and now increasingly by killer whales – has significantly altered the ecosystem and has led to the collapse of kelp forests in some areas. Studies in the wake of the spill of the Exxon Valdez did not focus on kelp.
Contestants in the Exxon Valdez litigation have used different standards of recovery at different times. The Exxon Valdez Trustee Council has defined recovery as “a return to prespill conditions or to conditions comparable to those of unoiled areas.” \(^{315}\) Alan W. Maki of Exxon has invoked indicators such as no-effects exposure levels, and successful survival, reproduction, and re-colonization of oiled areas to confirm that “biological recovery is rapidly taking place.” \(^{316}\)

The 1991 settlement, of course, rests upon the Clean Water Act that directs public trustees to “restore, rehabilitate or acquire the equivalent” of natural resources. \(^{317}\) “Restore” means, by dictionary definition, to “bring back into an original condition” or to “bring back into existence or use.” \(^{318}\) “Rehabilitate” means “to restore to a useful life” or “to restore to a former state or condition.” \(^{319}\) “Equivalent” means something that is “practically equal” or something “virtually identical or corresponding parts.” \(^{320}\)

Formally, recovery has been defined as “the return of an impacted ecosystem to its pre-spill state, structurally and/or functionally, within the limits and constraints of natural variability and statistical significance, respectively.” \(^{321}\) The key elements of this definition are further broken down into structural recovery (return of physical and chemical habitat characteristics to pre-spill conditions within the limits of natural variability), functional recovery (return of biological processes and species assemblages to pre-spill conditions within the limits of natural variability), and resource services recovery (return of services provided by public resources — fisheries productivity, beach use, shoreline stabilization — to pre-spill levels within the limits of expected variability). \(^{322}\)

We will follow this approach. We are confident that a resource must meet pre-spill conditions to be “recovered”; and that there are five criteria (health, habitat, numbers, diversity and ecological functions) \(^{323}\) for determining whether pre-spill conditions are met.

We recognize that any attempt to define recovery using a pre-spill baseline is inherently problematic because of: (1) the grossly inadequate state of our knowledge of environmental baseline conditions, and (2) the inability to define such a thing as “pre-injury” conditions given that change, variability, disturbance and succession are parts of every environment, whether influenced by humans or not. \(^{324}\) Therefore, whether we look for recovery by comparing oiled versus unoiled area conditions or whether we attempt to compare pre- and post-spill indicators such as health, habitat, numbers, diversity and ecological function, we may in either case find ourselves assuming too much (in terms of what the baseline actually was) or questioning the causation of the changes we are observing (natural or human-made).

The 2002 EVOS Restoration Plan Update on Injured Resources and Services \(^{325}\) identifies recovery objectives for spill-impacted resources and services. The objectives are intended to be measurable conditions that signal recovery (i.e. “yardsticks against which the success of the program is measured”). For each of the species and habitats of concern, the Plan uses these “yardsticks” to determine whether recovery has been achieved. Would these same results be found using more specific indicators such as health, habitat, numbers, diversity and ecological function for these species or communities?
b. As Applied

(i) Orcas

No better example of the enduring — and thus “substantial” — ecological loss that is the legacy of EVOS can be found than the tragedy of the transient killer whales in the AT1 pod. Extinction, they say, is forever, and forever is a long time to wait for “restoration.”

This group of orcas does not appear on the Trustee Council’s “Status of Injured Resources.”

The AT1 pod of transient (mammal-eating) killer whales has declined by at least 50% since the Exxon oil spill. Originally numbering twenty-two animals, the pod currently consists of seven whales and has not produced a viable calf in over twenty years.396 Prior to the oil spill, the twenty-two AT1 transients had been sighted on an annual or biennial basis and appeared in Prince William Sound year-round, a sighting regularity that is rare for transient animals.37 Despite this dramatic decline and the fact that it coincides with the same time as the oil spill, and despite the fact that killer whale researchers state in a report for the EVOS Council that the majority of the deaths were caused by the oil spill,398 the EVOS Council insists that “there is no evidence linking the oil spill to the AT1 group.”399

Killer whales are long-lived, with females having an average life span of fifty years and typically giving birth for the first time between eleven and fifteen years of age.330 The average male life span is thirty years.331 Transients normally travel in small groups of two to six whales. This behavior is tied to their practice of hunting marine mammals.332 Transients from the AT1 group in Prince William Sound feed mainly on harbor seals and Dall’s porpoises.333 The basic social unit of transient killer whales is the maternal group, consisting of a mother and her offspring.334

Following the oil spill, several members of the AT1 group were photographed swimming through oiled waters near the Exxon Valdez.335 In a report prepared for the EVOS Trustee Council, killer whale researchers Craig Matkin and Eva Saulitis state:336

Most of the missing AT1 whales apparently disappeared during the 1989-90 winter. We suspect that they died from the protracted effects of either inhaling oil or oil vapors or as a result of extensive feeding on heavily oiled harbor seals. Oiled seals were lethargic and may have provided an easy source of food for these whales following the spill.

Additional impacts from the oil spill may include the decline in harbor seal numbers, meaning that the AT1 group has less available prey. In addition, studies have found extremely high levels of contaminants in the blubber of the AT1 whales.337 The contaminants consist of assorted PCB compounds as well as DDT and its breakdown components. Scientists are concerned that the contaminants affect reproductive success and, combined with the decreased availability of harbor seals, prevent the AT1 group from recovering.338 Unfortunately, the oil spill likely triggered a decline to the point
where recovery is not possible. As stated by Alaska Regional Fisheries Administrator of NOAA Fisheries, Dr. James Balsiger, “The number of animals in this group has dramatically decreased since 1989 to the point where this particular stock of killer whales may disappear from the ocean.”

To sum up, the AT1 orca pod fails all criteria for recovery because it is on its way to extinction. The EVOS Trustee Council lists the harbor seal as “not recovering” and the orca that prey on the seal are “not recovering” either. This sad story is a regrettable residue of the 1989 oil spill.

(ii) Stellar Sea Lions

The EVOS Council does not include the Steller sea lion as an “injured resource.” However, the western stock of Steller sea lions has declined drastically since the 1970s; it is estimated that the population declined 40% between 1990-2000, and it is listed as endangered under the Endangered Species Act. Although Prince William Sound does not contain rookeries (terrestrial breeding and pupping sites), there are two haulout sites used on a year-round basis and three used on a seasonal basis. Another roughly twenty-five haulouts outside of Prince William Sound were in the path of the spilled oil.

Direct impacts to Steller sea lions from the Exxon oil spill appeared to be minimal, and scientists did not find conclusive evidence of an effect from the oil spill on the population. There are also fisheries interactions that impact the Steller sea lion population. Nonetheless, recent research demonstrates that herring are the most important winter forage item for Steller sea lions in Prince William Sound. As discussed below, the herring fishery in Prince William Sound has not recovered from the oil spill. It is probable that the decline in herring availability combined with other ecosystem changes resulting from the oil spill have contributed to the decline of the Steller sea lion in Prince William Sound. Regardless of the precise cause or combination of causes, the Steller sea lion population continues to decline, and should be recognized as “not recovered” by the EVOS Council.

(iii) Pacific Herring

Pacific herring are deemed “not recovered” by the Trustee Council, and this crucial species fails each of our five tests for recovery. Its numbers are down. Its habitat is poisoned. Its health is bad. Its distribution and diversity is in jeopardy. And it cannot do the job expected of it as the main prey item in many complex food webs.

More particularly, the EVOS recovery objective for Pacific herring is that “the species will have recovered when the next highly successful year class is recruited into the population and when other indicators of population health (such as biomass, size-at-age, and disease expression) are within normal bounds in Prince William Sound.” Dr. Riki Ott has identified health and habitat factors that originated with the spill.
The Sound's herring population has had problems since the spill. At a minimum, oil exposure in 1989 killed lipid-rich eggs, incubating along oiled beaches; maimed and killed embryos adrift in surface waters; and reduced fertility in survivors of the 1989-year class. PAH exposure also may have wreaked havoc with the immune system of surviving 1989-year class and adults, making them more susceptible to diseases. . . . The herring stocks collapsed in Prince William Sound and nowhere else in the state in 1993, the year that survivors of the ill-fated 1989-year class matured and joined the adult stocks. Viral outbreaks decimated the Sound's remaining herring stocks again in 1998 and 2001. . . .

According to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game ("ADFG"), "herring disease assessment has been included as part of the annual age, sex, and size assessment the department completes each spring since 1993. In April, 2004 ADFG examined herring for prevalence of focal skin reddening and the pathogen Ichthyophonus hoferi. Prevalence of focal skin reddening associated with viral hemorrhagic septicemia virus (VHSV) was low. However, prevalence of I. hoferi was relatively high (14%) and is consistent with the increasing age of the dominant 1999 age class. If this trend continues, mortality of the dominant age class may increase significantly."331

The herring habitat was contaminated by the spill and remains so. In the opinion of one herring research scientist, because herring depend on the edge zone of Prince William Sound they will remain at risk for as long as there is toxicity from oil in that region.352 The continued presence of residual oil and the role of oil in initiating Fucus population instability (see discussion of intertidal communities below) the habitat for herring continues to impact this species negatively.353

Herring numbers are dramatically down. There have been no "very strong" year classes recruited into the Prince William Sound herring population since 1988.354 Numbers of spawning herring in Prince William Sound remained depressed through the 1995 season. In 1997 and 1998 the spawning biomass was about double that of 1994, the season following the crash, and there were limited commercial harvests for herring in the sound. The increased biomasses in 1997 and 1998 were signs that recovery had begun. For that reason, in 1999, Pacific herring were considered to be recovering from the effects of the oil spill. Regrettably, however, in the last several years the population has yet to recruit a highly successful year class.355 In fall 2003 80% of the stocks were composed of three-year-old fish. At one time it was thought that if these juveniles could successfully recruit into the adult stocks in 2004 without triggering another disease outbreak, they could start to rebuild PWS' herring population, then at 30,000 tons (less than a quarter of pre-spill population).356 However, the fishery remains closed through 2005.357

A study of genetic differences in herring was commissioned by the EVOS Trustee Council in 1994 and a final report was issued in 1998.358 The scientists tested for genetic heterogeneity among spawning aggregations of Pacific herring within Prince William Sound, adjacent to Prince William Sound in the Gulf of Alaska and in the Bering Sea, and between year classes within and adjacent to the Sound. The results revealed a large
genetic discontinuity between herring from the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea and between specific locations within PWS, the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea in 1995 and 1996. The study also revealed significant inter-annual variation at locations sampled in successive years within Prince William Sound.359

A question remains: did the spill effectively remove certain herring stocks whose loss will be felt much later?360 Pacific herring are a keystone species (i.e. a species whose activities and abundances can determine the integrity and stability of a complex community).361 "Few species are of greater combined ecological and economic importance in Prince William Sound (and in many other coastal ecosystems). Herring of all life stages are central to a marine food web that includes humpback whales, harbor seals, a large variety of marine and shore birds, bald eagles, jellyfish and other invertebrates, and an array of other fishes, such as pollock. In addition, herring – especially their eggs – provide a multi-million dollar resource that is available to commercial fishers in the spring, before the main salmon seasons open."362 The delay in recovery of Pacific herring may be a factor in the delayed recovery of other species. Given the importance of Pacific herring in the recovery of many other species, and recognizing the continued poor health and depressed population, it is clear that this species cannot be considered recovered from the pre-1989 conditions.

(iv) Intertidal Communities

The EVOS Council says that "Intertidal Communities" are "recovering" in the wake of the spill,363 and it has its own criteria for determining when they will be fully "recovered."364 There are, of course, thousands of species in the intertidal zone. If this regime is not "recovered" – and it is not – the legal case for the opener is established.

Ironically, the investigation that confirmed ongoing substantial losses among intertidal communities proceeded with the help of the Alaska Natives from Chenega and Tatitlek, who excavated the sampling pits on the beaches that had been oiled. This study was done under the auspices of the Alaska Fisheries Science Center and it found, quite amazingly, that the oil left behind by EVOS was highly persistent: "Although the volume of oil has declined considerably, our study suggests the area of oiled beach has probably changed little since 1992." The summary of this oil persistence study is as follows:365

We estimated the amount of oil remaining in Prince William Sound, Alaska, 12 yr after the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill to assess its importance as a long-term reservoir of toxic hydrocarbons. We found oil on 78 of 91 beaches randomly selected according to their oiling history. Surface oiling was recorded for randomly placed quadrants, which were then excavated and examined for subsurface oil. The cumulative area of beach contaminated by surface or subsurface oil was estimated at 11.3 ha. Surface oil varied little with tide height, but subsurface oil was more prevalent at the middle tide heights. The mass of remaining subsurface oil is conservatively estimated at 55 600 kg. Analysis of terpanes indicated
that over 90% of the surface oil and all of the subsurface oil was from the Exxon Valdez and that Monterey Formation oil deposited after the 1964 Alaska earthquake accounted for the remaining surface oil. These results indicate that oil from the Exxon Valdez remains by far the largest reservoir of biologically available polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons on beaches impacted by the spill and that biota dependent on these beaches risk continued exposure.

**Health/Habitat:** Portions of 1,400 miles of coastline were oiled by the spill in Prince William Sound, on the Kenai and Alaska peninsulas, and in the Kodiak Archipelago. Both the oil and intensive cleanup activities had significant impacts on the flora and fauna of the intertidal zone. In the lower and middle intertidal zones on oiled rocky shores, algal coverage and invertebrate abundances had returned by 1991 to coverages and abundances similar to those observed in unoiled areas. Yet, large fluctuations in the algal coverage have taken place in the oiled areas since the spill. This pattern is consistent with continued instability due to the original spill impact and the subsequent cleanup. More recently, instability of Fucus gardneri populations (a perennial brown seaweed that dominates the intertidal) during the last 12 years probably results from a combination of spill- and naturally-induced changes, with a greater influence of natural events in the later years. In studies of the effects of cleanup activities on beaches, invertebrate molluscs and annelid worms on oiled and washed beaches were still much less abundant than on comparable unoiled beaches through 1997.

**Numbers/Diversity:** Many species of algae and invertebrates were less abundant at oiled sites than at unoiled reference sites. Some more opportunistic species, including a small species of barnacle, oligoachaete worms, and filamentous brown algae, colonized shores affected by the oil spill and cleanup activities. The abundance and reproductive potential of the common seaweed, Fucus gardneri (also known as rockweed or popweed) was reduced following the spill.

**Ecological function:** Intertidal communities are intrinsically important and are resources for subsistence users, sea and river otters, and a variety of birds, including black oystercatchers, harlequin ducks, and pigeon guillemots. On the sheltered, bedrock shores that are common in Prince William Sound, full recovery of Fucus is crucial for the recovery of intertidal communities at these sites, since many invertebrate organisms depend on the cover provided by this seaweed. Exxon Valdez oil that penetrated the intertidal matrix of cobbles, gravel and finer sediments to subsurface depths is less susceptible to weathering processes and is generally more persistent. In addition, unlike surface EVO, subsurface EVO was not directly subjected to sustained cleanup efforts performed by Exxon. This form of oil is considered more bioavailable than surface weathered oil and, where accessible, has resulted in ongoing exposure to intertidal resources.366

**Conclusion:** Based on the lack of full recovery of some soft-sediment intertidal invertebrates, as well as the continued presence of residual oil and the role of oil in initiating Fucus population instability, the intertidal communities are not recovered.
(v) **Mussel Beds**

Mussels and clams are listed as “recovering” in the August 2002 Status Report. They sit in the intertidal zone and on the very table that beckons subsistence users. Mussels “will have recovered,” according to the EVOS Council, “when concentrations of oil in the mussels reach background concentrations and mussels do not contaminate their predators.” Subsistence users are told to this day to avoid mussels that seem “oily” and thus “recovery” is something that might happen later.

**Health/Habitat:** In 1991, high concentrations of relatively unweathered oil were found in the mussels and in underlying byssal mats and sediments in certain dense mussel beds. About 30 mussel beds in Prince William Sound still contained *Exxon Valdez* oil residue when last sampled in 1995. Twelve of these beds had been cleaned on an experimental basis in 1993 and 1994. In 1995, oil hydrocarbon concentrations in mussels at half the treated beds were lower than would have been expected if the beds had not been cleaned. In 1996, however, limited sampling indicated that several of the cleaned beds had been recontaminated from surrounding or underlying oil residue. Mussel beds along the outer Kenai Peninsula coast, the Alaska Peninsula, and Kodiak Archipelago were surveyed for the presence of oil in 1992, 1993, and 1995. In 1995, hydrocarbon concentrations in mussels and sediments at these Gulf of Alaska sites were generally lower than for sites in Prince William Sound, but at some sites substantial concentrations persisted. While several sites in Prince William Sound still contained high concentrations of oil in 1995, over half the sites surveyed demonstrated significant natural declines that suggest background concentrations should be reached in the next few years. Data from 1999 indicate that oil is still being accumulated in mussels. One study sponsored by the Trustee Council reports that mussel condition was adversely affected by oil; prevalence of digestive gland metaplasia, brown cells, and hemocytic infiltrates in gonads increased, and storage cell abundance decreased.

**Numbers/Diversity:** no information. **Ecological function:** The biological significance of oiled mussel beds is not known precisely, but they are potential pathways of oil contamination for bird and mammal populations (e.g., harlequin ducks and sea otters) that include mussels and other prey in and around mussel beds in their diets. Mussels are also locally important for subsistence. **Conclusion:** Oil contamination in mussels will likely persist for many years at certain sites that are well protected from wave action or where oil penetrated deeply into underlying sediments.

(vi) **Sea Otters**

Sea Otters are listed as “recovering” in the August 2002 Status Report. They are not “recovered.”

Although the total number of sea otters killed by the Exxon oil spill is unknown, acute loss is estimated in the range of several thousands. And although the sea otter population is increasing in general in Prince William Sound, sea otters in areas that were
the most heavily oiled still face significant recovery problems. Knight Island, the area which suffered heavy oiling and the highest otter mortalities after the spill, showed no increase in the population as of 2000.\textsuperscript{372} Studies indicate that although birth rates at Knight Island are normal as compared to non-oiled populations, juvenile survival rates are low.\textsuperscript{373} Oil persists on the beaches and is released and ingested by the otters during foraging activities. Scientists “conclude that progress toward recovery of sea otters in Prince William Sound is evident, but that in areas where initial oil effects were greatest, recovery may be constrained by residual spill effects, resulting from elevated mortality and emigration.”\textsuperscript{374} Until the sea otter populations begin to recover in the areas most severely impacted by the spill, the population should not be listed as “recovered” by the EVOS Council.

The EVOS recovery objective is that sea otters “will have recovered when the population in oiled areas returns to its prespill levels and distribution, and when biochemical indicators of hydrocarbon exposure in otters in the oiled areas are similar to those in otters in unoiled areas. An increasing population trend and normal reproduction and age structure in western Prince William Sound will indicate that recovery is underway.”\textsuperscript{375} Through 2000, researchers have continued to find biochemical evidence of oil exposure in sea otters around northern Knight Island. Results from biochemical samples from 2001 are not yet available.\textsuperscript{376} The sea otter is an important species for determining structures and dynamic relations in nearshore communities, especially with respect to their ability to keep the population of sea urchins under control. It is considered a keystone species.\textsuperscript{377} Given the importance of the intertidal community to the health of sea otters, and the critical importance of sea otters in the PWS ecosystem, it is clear that this species cannot be considered fully recovered from the effects of the oil spill.

(vii) **Common Murres**

Common murres were devastated by the spill. It was thought their recovery would be delayed for a half century or more.\textsuperscript{378} They have been declared “recovered” though we do not understand why.

The EVOS recovery objective is that “common murres will have recovered when populations at index colonies have returned to prespill levels and when reproductive success (productivity) is sustained within normal bounds. Increasing population trends at index colonies [Barren Islands, Chiswell Islands, Triplet Islands, Puale Bay and Ugiaushak Island] will be an indication that recovery is underway.”\textsuperscript{379} **Health:** In addition to direct losses of murres, there is evidence that the timing of reproduction was disrupted and productivity reduced. **Habitat:** As a fish-eating bird, the murre will likely continue to be impacted until their forage fish have recovered.\textsuperscript{380} **Numbers:** Based on surveys of index breeding colonies, the spill area populations may have declined by about 40 percent following the spill.\textsuperscript{381} As late as 2000, common murres continued to show negative effects, and this despite the fact that it is more difficult to detect effects on a bird with a large home range like the murre.\textsuperscript{382} **Conclusion:** Despite the Trustee Council finding that the common murre has recovered,\textsuperscript{383} this conclusion is based solely on recovery of the
bird on the Barren Islands. The common murre continues to show negative effects, most likely due to the continuing negative impacts on its prey species.

(viii) **Harlequin Ducks**

These beautiful ducks live and breed in the “intertidal” area. They are not “recovered” by anybody’s estimate.

The EVOS Recovery Objective for harlequin duck is that they “will have recovered when breeding – and non-breeding – season demographics return to prespill levels and when biochemical indicators of hydrocarbon exposure in harlequins in oiled areas of Prince William Sound are similar to those in harlequins in unoiled areas.” Health: Biopsies from harlequin ducks continue to show differences in an enzyme indicative of exposure to hydrocarbons between birds from oiled versus unoiled parts of the sound. These differences are consistent with continued exposure to spill-derived hydrocarbons in the western sound. Winter surveys from 1995-1998 found that adult female survival was lower in oiled versus unoiled areas. A similar survival scenario is suggested from data collected in 2000 to 2002. **Habitat:** Harlequin ducks feed in intertidal and shallow subtidal habitats where most of the spilled oil was initially stranded. Oil remained in the subsurface of the intertidal zone through 2001, including under some mussel beds where harlequin ducks could be feeding. Because recovery will depend largely on recruitment and survival from within injured populations, this recovery may be compromised if exposure to lingering hydrocarbons reduces fitness and survival of harlequin ducks. **Numbers:** The current overwintering population of harlequin ducks in Prince William Sound is on the order of 18,000 ducks. The summer population is about half that number. **Diversity:** Although some harlequin ducks make major seasonal movements, they exhibit high site fidelity to summer breeding sites and to molting and wintering sites during non-breeding seasons. Strong site fidelity may limit population recovery by immigration. A genetic analysis of harlequin ducks indicates that the spill area population is homogeneous. **Ecological function:** In contrast to the Pacific herring, which is considered a keystone species in that it serves a critical niche in the ecosystem, harlequin ducks are considered a “sentinel species” (also referred to as indicator species). They are sensitive early indicators of systemic change. Therefore, the lack of recovery of the harlequin ducks in particular areas is an indication of continued effects of the EVOS. **Conclusion:** The population census trends, survival measures and indicators of exposure suggest that the harlequin duck has not recovered from the effects of the oil spill.

(ix) **Black Oystercatchers**

Black Oystercatcher is a permanent resident of the rocky Pacific Coast of North America, where it sometimes associates with Surfbird, Black Turnstone, and Rock Sandpiper. With a relatively small population size, it is especially at risk from the effects of oil spills and other coastal pollution. This species is also extremely sensitive to the
presence of humans on potential nesting islands. It is estimated that there are about 9800 individuals worldwide.\textsuperscript{386}

Black Oystercatcher is one of the most distinctive birds in all of North America: a large, all-black shorebird, with the heavy, bright-red bill typical of oystercatchers.

The U.S. Shorebird Conservation Plan lists Black Oystercatcher as a "Species of High Concern," based on relative abundance, threats on breeding grounds, and non-breeding distribution. The species' small population size places it at risk to large-scale disturbances, such as oil spills. The 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William Sound, Alaska, had a major impact on breeding oystercatchers in that area: 20% of the population in the spill area was directly killed by the spill; breeding activity was disrupted in 39% of the oystercatcher pairs attempting to nest on heavily-oiled shorelines; and the survival of chicks was reduced. Human activities also pose a threat to this species on a smaller scale. The presence of humans on potential nesting islands will often inhibit nesting attempts by Black Oystercatcher. In addition, the introduction of predators such as foxes and rats on nesting islands can create a major threat to breeding Black Oystercatchers.\textsuperscript{387} Oystercatchers are completely dependent upon a narrow coastal area throughout their life cycle, where they are highly susceptible to oil spills. Their strong fidelity to breeding territories, easy accessibility, conspicuous behavior, and limited reproductive potential (at most three young raised per pair per year) also make them particularly vulnerable to local extirpation through persistent disturbance by foxes and humans.\textsuperscript{388}

Black oystercatchers spend their entire lives in or near intertidal habitats and are highly vulnerable to oil pollution. It is estimated that 1,500-2,000 oystercatchers breed in south-central Alaska. Only nine carcasses of adult oystercatchers were recovered following the spill, but the actual number of mortalities may have been several times higher.

In addition to direct mortalities, breeding activities were disrupted by the oil and cleanup activities. When comparing 1989 with 1991, significantly fewer pairs occupied and maintained nests on oiled Green Island, while during the same two years the number of pairs and nests remained similar on unoiled Montague Island. Nest success on Green Island was significantly lower in 1989 than in 1991. In 1989, chicks disappeared from nests at a significantly greater rate on Green Island than from nests on Montague Island. Disturbance associated with cleanup operations also reduced productivity on Green Island in 1990.\textsuperscript{389}

According to David Irons of USFWS, the Black Oystercatcher population is experiencing a steady increase in numbers.\textsuperscript{390} It is not a dramatic increase but it was better than most of the other injured species. He based his conclusions on at-sea surveys conducted between 1989 and 2004. While oil was still in evidence in the environment, he posed the theory that perhaps because they subsist on benthic organisms rather than fish that at least they have a sufficient amount of food unlike those birds and other animals that subsist on fish such as herring. Pre-spill numbers of Black Oystercatcher are unknown. Their habitat is still impacted by visible oil on the beaches, human encroachment on the islands where they prefer to nest, and the introduction of foxes and other predators. The effects of persistent oil on recruitment are unknown. In addition,
little information exists on long-term cumulative effects of oil ingestion in free-living
birds that consistently occupy contaminated sites.\textsuperscript{391}

EVOS finds that the Black Oystercatcher has recovered. Boat-based surveys of
marine birds in Prince William Sound indicate that there are increases in numbers of
oystercatchers in both the oiled and unoiled areas through 2000.\textsuperscript{392} Given the fact that
only 9 carcasses of this species were recovered in 1989 after the spill, it is likely that the
population of the sound is probably as large or larger than previous to the spill.

In 1998 the Trustee Council sponsored a study to reassess the status of this
species in Prince William Sound. The data indicated that “oystercatchers have fully
reoccupied and are nesting at oiled sites in the sound. The breeding phenology of nesting
birds was relatively synchronous in oiled and unoiled areas, and no oil-related differences
in clutch size, egg volume, or chick growth rates were detected. A high rate of nest
failures on Green Island are likely attributed to predation, not lingering effects of oil.
Given general agreement between these results and those of the earlier work, which
indicated that the effects of the spill on black oystercatchers had largely dissipated by
1991, black oystercatchers are considered to be recovered from the effects of the oil spill.
This does not mean that oystercatchers are still not exposed to some oil in the intertidal
zone, but the amounts are so insignificant that it would not cause an effect on this
species.”\textsuperscript{393}

We disagree with EVOS’s conclusion. The long-term health of the Black
Oystercatcher is unknown. The habitat remains oiled. Numbers are increasing but pre-
spill levels are unknown. Diversity is not known. The ecological functions are not well
known. Thus, the Black Oystercatcher fails to meet recovery criteria.

(x) **River Otters**

River otters have a low population density in Prince William Sound. Twelve river
otter carcasses were found following the spill, but the actual total mortality is not known.
Studies conducted during 1989-91 identified several differences between river otters in
oiled and unoiled areas in Prince William Sound, including biochemical alterations,
reduced diversity in prey species, reduced body size (length-weight), and increased
home-range size. Because there were few prespill data, it is not certain that these
differences are the result of the oil spill.\textsuperscript{394}

When river otters were first studied, immediately after the spill and the three years
following, researchers found enzymes in the otters' blood indicating stress that could be
caused by ingesting crude oil. Otters that lived near oil-fouled beaches showed high
levels of the enzyme; otters in areas without oil showed much lower levels.

Nine years after the spill, the otters living near shores that were soaked by oil are
still showing elevated levels of the stress enzyme. Though crude oil is no longer visible, otters may yet be suffering from its effects.\textsuperscript{395}

Investigations in Prince William Sound following the 1989 spill revealed that
costal river otters (Lontra canadensis) on oiled shores had lower body mass compared
with otters living on unoiled shores. Otters from oiled shores had higher levels of
several liver enzymes and blood proteins (i.e., biomarkers), than did otters from unoiled
habitats. In addition, otters from oiled areas selected different habitat characters, had larger home ranges, and less diverse diets than those in nonoiled areas. These observed differences between river otters from oiled shores and those from nonoiled areas suggested that oil contamination had an effect on physiological and behavioral processes in these coastal otters.356

More importantly, results of scientific studies suggested that opposing physiological processes were concurring in the oiled otters. Elevated production of some enzymes resulted in reduction in others and masked the direct effects of crude oil. Scientists also were able to determine that ingestion of oil influenced the function of the otters’ gut. Data indicated that oil ingestion reduced the retention time of food in the gut (i.e., shorter time between consumption and defecation). This reduction in retention time resulted in lower absorption of the fat portion of the diet in the oiled otters, including the petroleum hydrocarbons. Thus, it seems that the ingestion of large quantities of weathered crude oil could reduce absorption of oil hydrocarbons causing a reduction in their toxic effects. While this is a positive effect, reduction in retention time of food and reduction of fat absorption is likely negatively to affect body condition of animals in the wild. This may explain scientists’ observations that coastal river otters on oiled shores of Prince William Sound had lower body mass compared with otters living on nonoiled shores.

To establish the effects of the physiological damage on exercise physiology and diving ability, scientists measured oxygen consumption in captive otters exercising on a motorized treadmill. They also observed diving and foraging behavior of otters offered live fishes. It was hypothesized that the oiled otters would perform poorly compared with the controls because the exposed otters became anemic relative to controls (i.e., suffered from reduction in hemoglobin levels). Findings showed that exercising river otters with decreased hemoglobin levels consumed more oxygen than ones with normal hemoglobin levels did. These otters could not transport as much oxygen in their blood and had higher breathing and heart rates than unoiled otters. This translated to a nearly 40% increase in energetic cost of their terrestrial locomotion. Oiled otters also performed fewer dives when chasing fishes, representing a potential decrease of 64% in capture rate of prey. For wild free-ranging river otters, such increases in energetic costs and decreases in capture success of prey may tip the scale between life and death. Data strongly supports the idea that changes in behavior of oiled river otters following the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989 were influenced by oil induced reduction in hemoglobin, the associated increases in energetic costs, and reduced diving ability. Oiled river otters from Prince William Sound included more slow intertidal fishes and crabs in their diet. These prey types would be easier to catch for otters that suffer from reduced diving ability.

Oters were rescued from Prince William Sound after the oil spill and rehabilitated. At the end of the rehabilitation period (i.e., 100 days) the otters were deemed in good health and ready for release. On February 22-24, 1999, the otters were surgically implanted with radio-transmitters that were fitted with mortality sensors. Animals were kept in the facility for 4 additional weeks until they fully recovered from the surgery. On March 21, 1999, the animals were released at the site of their original
capture in Prince William Sound, and aerial monitoring began 5 days after release and continued on a biweekly basis until June, 2000.

Of the 15 adult male river otters, 2 animals survived, 10 died, and 3 were missing at the end of 442 monitoring days. This translates to a 17% survival rate, which is significantly lower than that of wild river otters that were monitored between 1997 and 1999 (76%). Causes of mortality in the newly released otters were mainly accidents, predation, and starvation, while the wild otters succumbed mainly to starvation. Oiling group, age, location of release, or body condition (i.e., % body fat), did not influence the fate of the otters. Hemoglobin, however, seemed an important factor. Animals with lower hemoglobin levels died sooner after release compared with animals with higher hemoglobin levels, although all animals had what veterinarians established to be normal levels for captive river otters. This result fits well with the conclusion regarding the effects of hemoglobin levels on energetic costs and diving ability. It is possible that animals with lower hemoglobin levels expended more energy, became weak, and thus were more prone to encounter predators and experience accidents. Alternatively, it is possible that the extended period the animals spent in captivity made them less wary of natural hazards.397

According to the EVOS Council: “although some of the differences (e.g., values of blood characteristics) between river otters in oiled and unoiled areas in Prince William Sound persisted through 1996, there were few differences documented in 1997 and 1998. Thus, there are no indications of possible lingering injury from the oil spill, and the Trustee Council’s recovery objective has been met. River otters were considered to be recovered in 1999.”398

Due to the secretive nature of river otters in the wild much is unknown. The Council’s conclusions, however, do not fit with the scientific studies released by the River Otter Alliance in 1999. These conclusions do not account for the 17% survival rate of rehabilitated otters released back into Prince William Sound. The habitat is still impaired. The long-term health of the River Otter is unknown. Numbers are unknown and pre-spill levels are unknown. The River Otter fails to meet recovery criteria.

(xi) **Pink Salmon**

Pink salmon are declared “recovered.” This population, according to the Trustee Council, is recovered “when population indicators, such as juvenile growth and survival, are within normal bounds and when ongoing oil exposure, which may cause injury to pink salmon embryos, is negligible.”399 Pink salmon is a good illustration of how a firm standard of recovery to “pre-spill conditions” slips imperceptibly to a standard of a “close approximation to what used to be” to a standard of “no ongoing exposure to toxics” to a standard of no more than “negligible injury to pink salmon embryos.”

Trustee Council-sponsored studies documented two primary types of injury due to oil exposure at early life stages: 1) growth rates in both wild and hatchery-reared juvenile pink salmon from oiled parts of the sound were reduced; and 2) there was increased embryo mortality in oiled versus unoiled streams. Reduced juvenile growth rates in Prince William Sound occurred only in the 1989 season. Since then, juvenile
growth rates have been within normal bounds. Higher embryo mortality persisted in oil compared to unoiled streams through 1993. No statistically significant differences in embryo mortalities in oiled and unoiled streams were detected in 1994 through 1996, but in 1997 there was again a difference. This may be due to lingering oil in intertidal spawning areas. Habitat: Wild pink salmon spawn in streams on intertidal beaches where the stream meets the sea. As with herring, pink salmon depend on the edge zone of PWS and thus will remain at risk for as long as there is toxicity from oil in that region.

Numbers: Since the spill, returns of wild pinks have varied from a high of about 12.7 million fish in 1990 to a low of about 1.9 million in 1992. In 2001 the return of wild stock fish was estimated to be 6.7 million fish. Population levels appear to be within normal bounds.

Diversity: Laboratory experiments have shown a continuing genetic effect for only one generation of pink salmon (two years). There is also a well-known phenomenon of lethality for most mutations that would lead to elimination of the genetic defects in a generation. That leaves continued exposure to oil as the remaining pathway for any continuing embryo mortality. A Genetic Structure study for pink salmon is identified on the EVOS Trustee Council website as on-going. Ecological function: fishery has recovered since 1993.

Conclusion: Although pink salmon health, numbers and function appear to have recovered, lingering oil in intertidal habitat poses a continuing detriment to pink salmon embryos.

3. These Losses Are “As a Result” of the Oil Spill

All losses depicted above are linked to the oil spill. The Peterson study shows how far the science of oil-spill causation has progressed since 1989. For some species, lingering consequence shows up as health effects. For others, population numbers are down. For the orcas of pod AT1, the “result” of the oil spill is expected to be a crash towards ultimate extinction.

For many species, the habitat that was lost to the oil spill remains lost. The EVOS Trustee Council sponsored a study to evaluate the persistence of oil from the Exxon Valdez on beaches originally impacted by the spill. Results were published in 2004 and are referenced above. The study used a random sampling approach to provide a quantitative, probability-based estimate of the amount of oil remaining. Three categories of beaches were sampled: Category I were beaches that were described as heavily oiled at any time during the period from 1990 to 1993; Category II were beaches that were described as moderately oiled at any time during the period from 1990 to 1993; and Category III were beaches that were described as heavily oiled in 1989 but that had only light to no oil impact during subsequent years. The total length of beach sampled in the study was 166.6 km (approximately 72.5 miles). A grid would be laid out on the beach and each grid would be searched visually for evidence of surface oil; each surface oil patch was classified according to type: asphalt pavement/mousse, surface oil residue, tar balls, coat, or oil film. Oil visually evident within the uppermost 5 cm (2 in.) of a beach
surface was considered surface oil. Test pits were dug to a depth of 0.5 m (1.6 ft.) to evaluate the presence of subsurface oil. Chemical analyses of oil sampled were compared to chemical “fingerprints” of Exxon Valdez oil and asphalt originating from known sources of other contamination released during the 1964 earthquake (“Monterey Formation” asphalt).

The results of the study show that the distribution of detected oil among the sampled beaches was highly variable. The most heavily oiled segments are within sheltered embayments that received the brunt of the initial oil landfall. Persistent oil was found on beaches with boulder/cobble surface armoring, nearly level slopes of the middle intertidal, or a thick sediment veneer over a bedrock platform. Some form of oil was found at 86% of the beaches visited and on 93% of the combined beaches of Categories I and II. Surface oil was found in all three beach categories. The estimate of beach area contaminated by subsurface oil was 7.8 ha (19.3 acres). Subsurface oil was most often found in the lower tidal elevations of the sampling grid. The total estimate of area contaminated by either surface or subsurface oil is 11.3 ha (27.9 acres). The estimate of oil mass is 55,600 kg (61.3 tons), although it may be twice this amount if surface oil and subsurface oil in the lower intertidal areas are included.

All of the subsurface oil was consistent with Exxon Valdez oil and was usually less weathered than surface oil samples. The Monterey Formation oil was usually found above +3 m (9.8 ft) tide height and typically occurs as flattened tarballs firmly adhered to cobbles and boulders and infrequently as small tar mats. Petroleum derived from the Monterey Formation was estimated to account for less than 10% of the surface oil encountered. The researchers did not encounter evidence that the oil found during the study was from any other anthropogenic sources.

The area of oil-contaminated beach was thought to be underestimated because it excluded (i) tidal elevations lower than +1.8 m (5.9 ft), (ii) beaches described as lightly or moderately oiled in 1989 but not thereafter, (iii) pit depths deeper than 0.5 m (1.6 ft), and (iv) oil not evident visually or by odor. The increasing frequency of oil encountered from the upper (+4.8m, 15.8 ft) to the mid-tidal (+1.8 m, 5.9 ft) elevation grids, suggest that subsurface oil may be encountered within the lower intertidal nearly as often as in the upper intertidal.

Although the volume of oil has declined, the study suggests that the area of oiled beach has probably changed little since 1992. Although the oil remaining is only about 0.14-0.28% of the volume originally beached, the decline was most rapid during the first few years. Losses during the first 3.5 years are estimated to be 58% per year. The annual loss after that is estimated to be 20-26%, “substantially slower than anticipated.”

4. Could the Long-Term Adverse Effects Reasonably Be Anticipated by the Trustees?

The state of the knowledge at the time of the settlement in 1991 is best confirmed by the actions of the principals. Beach clean-up officially ceased in 1992. At the time of the settlement in 1991, Judge Holland was assured by Exxon: “I understand that the Sound is well on the way to recovery.” The reopener was only a hedge against the
improbable. This problem was soon going away. Books would yet be written on how nature could quickly repair deeds as dastardly as the spill of the Exxon Valdez.408

How soon this confidence unraveled. Post-settlement came the cascades of unanticipated consequences. These included the 1992 and 1993 collapse of pink salmon runs, the first collapse of the herring in 1993, the 2001 documentation of the extent of the buried oil, and a number of other developments.

The Trustee Council has admitted that many of the long-term effects of the oil spill were not known (and could not have been known) at the time of the settlement:409

Many of the resources affected by the spill had limited or no recent data on their status in 1989. In addition, some of the available pertinent data was the result of limited sampling and had wide ranges in the population estimates. Having such patchy data on resources made it difficult to accurately assess initial injury . . .

Since the Exxon Valdez oil spill affected an area rich in wildlife and was so well studied, it would not be surprising that there are findings without precedent in the scientific literature on oil effects. One example of such an unprecedented effect is the sensitivity of Pacific herring and pink salmon to low concentrations of weathered oil.

a. Lingeriing Unweathered Oil in the Intertidal Zone

The study of the persistence of oil from the Exxon Valdez oil spill described above is one of the most dramatic examples of environmental impacts that were unexpected at the time of the settlement. In the words of the authors of that study:410

The unexpected persistence of subsurface Exxon Valdez oil, often only moderately weathered and extending into the more biologically productive middle and lower intertidal confirms the potential for long-term biological effects after 1992 on beaches most heavily impacted by the spill.

Those “biological effects” have been most obvious in pink salmon and Pacific herring.

b. 1992-93 Collapse of the Pink Salmon Fishery

Although there had been record harvests of pink salmon in the Sound in 1990, in the summer of 1991 an unprecedented thing happened. The adult salmon returned to PWS, but instead of returning to their birth streams or hatcheries over a two-month period, the fish milled and ripened in deep water. Then, in a two-week period in August, millions of pink salmon bolted for the streams and hatcheries. This completely unexpected behavior overwhelmed the capacity of the fishing industry to catch, transport, and process the fish. Many of these fish likely had been exposed to oil either in the streams in 1989 or in the nearshore environments in 1990.411 In 1992 and 1993 the pink
salmon runs were the lowest in history. The settlement between the Governments and Exxon, which was finalized in September 1991, did not take into account the possibility of this type of impact to the pink salmon fishery.

c. **1993 First Collapse of the Pacific Herring Fishery**

Within a week of the *Exxon Valdez* oil spill in March 1989, Pacific herring and eggs deposited on beaches were exposed to the spreading oil slick in open water and along the shoreline of Prince William Sound (PWS). Although egg mortality and larval deformities were documented, the population level effects of these injuries were not clearly established. Suddenly, in 1993, the Pacific herring population in Prince William Sound declined dramatically. In that year Pacific herring suffered an outbreak of viral hemorrhagic septicemia disease and fungus, which is thought to have resulted from depressed immune response. The fish looked horrible, swam around in circles, were covered with lesions, and the females were reabsorbing their eggs. The herring population went from a 20-year high to a 20-year low (see figure below). The fact that in 1992 all funding was cut for herring research is evidence that this population crash was completely unexpected and therefore was an unanticipated effect at the time of the EVOS settlement. Although there were small harvests in 1997 and 1998, the herring fisheries have been closed since 1999 to allow the stocks to recover. As a keystone species, this has had an impact on the entire Prince William Sound ecosystem, as well as on the economic health of the human community.\textsuperscript{413}

Insert 12 – Biomass estimates of Pacific herring in Prince William Sound.

d. Other Unanticipated Consequences

Since the oil spill, numerous unforeseen consequences related to the effect of oil on the marine environment have emerged. These consequences have led to recognition of new paradigms and a call for new practices to assess ecological risks from oil in the oceans. Most importantly, prior to the spill risks from oil were believed to be primarily short-term and direct. Following the spill, however, the long-term impacts became apparent as oil persisted in unexpected amounts, and as indirect effects caused significant damage. In addition, the oil was sufficiently bioavailable to induce long-term impacts to marine species at the population level.

One of the most important paradigm shifts implicated the toxicity of oil and the persistence of its harmful effects. In 1999, twenty-two polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) were identified as persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic pollutants – along with such substances as mercury and PCBs. PAHs are described by the EPA as “highly toxic,” and researchers have discovered that oil had previously unknown, persistent, harmful effects to both humans and wildlife.

Oil affects the environment on many levels: it can kill marine organisms, reduce their fitness through sublethal impacts, and disrupt the functioning of marine ecosystems. Originally, impacts from oil on the marine habitat and species were believed to be primarily short-term and caused by acute exposure. A 1985 study prepared by the National Research Council, Oil in the Sea, summarized the current known impacts of oil on development and reproduction of marine species as follows:

It is important to reemphasize that significant reproductive impairment in oiled field conditions has seldom been observed, although few field studies have been performed. Based on available studies at the population level, annelids, gastropods, and copepods seem to suffer no long lasting damage. Macrophytes, barnacles, and birds may sometimes be affected. However, corals, bivalves, and decapod crustacean can suffer marked and sometimes long term (years) reproductive damage at oiled sites.

In contrast, recent research recognizes both acute and chronic effects at low concentrations of oil, as well as impacts at the population level. A 2003 National Research Council study, Oil in the Sea III, states the following about the toxic effects of
petroleum hydrocarbons: “Impairment of behavioral, developmental, and physiological processes may occur at concentrations significantly lower than acutely toxic levels; such responses may alter the long-term survival of affected populations.” Oil is harmful to fish and wildlife at 1,000 times lower levels than the toxic thresholds thought to be accurate in the 1970s.

This recognition of indirect effects and impairment at lower levels of contamination has led to paradigm shifts related to shoreline habitat, oil toxicity to fish, marine mammals and seabirds, and the impact of oil on coastal communities. Regarding physical shoreline habitat, the old paradigm held that oil on shorelines other than marshes dominated by fine sediment would be rapidly dispersed, and degraded microbiologically and by weathering of oil by ultraviolet light (photolysis). The emerging paradigm is that oil degrades at different rates depending on the environment, and that subsurface sediments physically protected from disturbance, oxygenation, and photolysis retain contamination by only partially weathered oil for years. The old paradigm related to fish toxicity was that oil effects occurred only through short term (~4 day) exposure at parts per million. The emerging paradigm is that fish embryos exposed to parts per billion of weathered oil will show population impacts through indirect effects on growth, deformities, and behavior with long-term impacts on mortality and reproduction.

The old paradigm regarding marine mammals and seabirds was that oil impacts occurred solely through short-term acute exposure resulting in death from hypothermia, drowning, or ingestion of oil during preening. The emerging paradigm is that substantial effects occur over the long term due to chronic toxic exposure from ingesting contaminated prey, through interactions between environmental stressors and the compromised health of exposed animals, and through disruption of vital reproductive behavior in socially organized species. Regarding coastal communities, the old paradigm held that the only significant losses of shoreline plants and invertebrates occurred through short-term toxic exposure to oil deposited on the shoreline and shallow seafloor or via smothering. The new paradigm reflects an understanding that clean-up efforts can be more damaging than the oil itself, with impacts continuing for the duration of the clean-up, and with indirect impacts that may expand the injury well beyond the initial direct losses.

5. Restoration Projects Are Identifiable and Can Be Set Forth in a Restoration Plan

a. National Research Council Study and Other Projects

demonstrating “achievable goals for restoration and management of coastal ecosystems that could not even be contemplated based on the limited perspective of recent observations alone”

Jeremy B.C. Jackson et al., 2001
We believe the first thing the EVOS Trustee Council should do is to hire the National Research Council to do a study entitled “Long-Term Oil Spill Restoration Plan for Prince William Sound.” The NRC can bring to bear top scientific expertise that can spell out the whethers, wherees, and oughs growing out of the reopener restoration “plan.”

There is no shortage of ideas that the NRC could be asked to review. EVOS Trustee Council has now completed hundreds of studies assessing and monitoring the impact and recovery of species and ecosystems of Prince William Sound. The Council should hire the NRC to evaluate the Sound’s situation, review all of the studies to date and help formulate a restoration plan. NRC will have an informed opinion about the effectiveness of projects undertaken and what actions should be continued, in addition to contributing new ideas.

The NRC should also be asked to comment on the vast number of species that have not been priorities to the EVOS Council. In Council’s Summary of Restoration Strategies and Projects, they list only 22 species. Due to the interconnectedness of marine habitats and species, a broader look at the entire ecosystem by the NRC would be appropriate.

The NRC is often called the “Supreme Court of Science” and it has completed studies on thousands of complex scientific topics since it was established by Executive Order in the administration of Abraham Lincoln. It borders on the bizarre for the EVOS Trustee Council to choose the Integral Corporation over the NRC for its swan-song studies. No better confirmation exists for the Council’s opinion that the work remaining to be done is not grand and challenging but small and technical.

In his January 2002 letter to Governor Tony Knowles, the Exxon CEO said he was “troubled” by the suggestion that there were grounds for invoking the reopener because he didn’t see any restoration projects that had not been implemented for lack of funding; in fact, there was (and still is) a cash reserve. In the letter, Exxon was advancing two ideas: (1) the EVOS Council is an efficient and effective means of fulfilling the NRD mandate of the CWA (to restore, rehabilitate, or acquire the equivalent) and (2) all the environment needs is a few good projects of limited scope, duration, and cost. Taking the company at its word, there are a number of possible roads to be pursued.

Citizens have their own ideas, and some of them are plausible. Rick Steiner of the Coastal Coalition has urged a herring buy-back program. Buying all the commercial herring fishing permits would give an immediate boost to the herring population. Even at pre-spill prices, the Coastal Coalition estimates the permits could be had at a total cost of only 30 million dollars. Given that the price of a permit has dropped from around $300,000 to $28,000 since the spill, fishermen could reasonably be expected to accept the offer. Rick Steiner also has advocated a K-12 educational program on the environment, but the suggestion has been summarily rejected by the Department of Justice as outside the scope of NRDs for the spill.

Another viable project would be to identify marine protected areas and establish a system to monitor them; all that needs to be acquired is an administrative infrastructure – boats, and the people to run them. Marine protected areas (MPAs) or marine reserves (“no-take” areas) are increasingly recognized as effective management tools to preserve
and restore marine resources. Potential benefits of marine reserves include enhancing reproductive potential of marine species, maintaining species diversity, preserving habitat, preserving ecosystem function, and supporting fisheries.\textsuperscript{434} Marine reserves benefit not only the ecosystem within the reserve, but also generate a “spillover” effect into adjacent areas. Studies demonstrate that the size and abundance of exploited species increases in areas adjacent to marine reserves, and other evidence demonstrates that reserves replenish larger regional populations as well.\textsuperscript{435}

MPAs and marine reserves could be used as restoration projects to assess the recovery from the Exxon oil spill, as well as to limit ongoing damage from human impacts. Two possibilities include designating no-take marine reserves, permitting only scientific research, and designating MPAs that permit only subsistence use. MPAs could be designated in state waters (within three miles of the coastline) and managed by the State and Alaska Native organizations. An ecosystem management approach could also be implemented, via designation of MPAs or marine reserves in conjunction with terrestrial protected areas.

b. A Perpetual “Stewardship” for Alaska Natives

The EVOS Trustee Council is going out of business and it should be replaced by a Perpetual “Stewardship” Council in which Alaska Natives have a strong voice. The Natives were hardest hit and least represented in the frantic response to the spill.\textsuperscript{436} They will live with the consequences into the foreseeable future. “They promised us that when they left they would leave it as clean as before the oil hit,” says Gail Evanoff, now the village president of Chenega Bay. “I’m sorry, but those are extremely dirty beaches out there, and life continues to die because of that oil on the beaches.”\textsuperscript{437}

The reopener funds make it possible for the Natives to do for themselves what no promises could do for them. An ongoing administrative structure is necessary to carry restoration into the future. Some entity will have to oversee continuation of the EVOS studies, establishment of marine preserves, distribution of buy-back monies if that is undertaken, and new duties of monitoring, oversight, and restoration.

We are not sure how a Native restoration plan for future stewardship would be put together or what its details might be. We suspect there would be participation by Chugachmiut (the tribal consortium of seven Native communities in the Chugach Region), Cook Inlet Tribal Council, Kodiak Area Native Association, and the Alaska Native Science Commission.\textsuperscript{438} The Eyak Preservation Council (EPC) has a record worthy of attention. EPC was created in 1989 following the oil spill and is working to preserve ecosystems and cultures found in the entire Copper River watershed, the Chugach National Forest and in Prince William Sound. EPC is a grassroots consortium of dedicated activists comprised of Natives, fishers, and citizens. EPC understands fully that successful long-term ecological protection must incorporate protection of cultural preservation and traditional ways of life for the Natives living along the Gulf of Alaska.\textsuperscript{439} EPC is working hard to have the “reopener clause” initiated so that the species that are not recovering, such as herring, will come back.
This recommendation for a perpetual stewardship council for Alaska Natives is not some impossible dream. The entire field of natural resource damage trustees is a work in progress. The EVOS Trustee Council was not prescribed by hard law in the halls of Congress. It was – figuratively at least – made up on the “back of an envelope” and made real by incorporation into the 1991 settlement. This same kind of creative reality must be pursued into the future of Prince William Sound.

6. Project Costs Are Not “Greatly Disproportionate” to the “Magnitude of the Benefits”

The validity of this qualifier is questionable. The Clean Water Act speaks of “restore, replace, or acquire the equivalent” of lost natural resources. The theory driving this law is obviously that of corrective justice: that which is damaged is to be repaired because the deed that caused the damage is reprehensible and the public should be made whole for the loss.

Moreover, in Ohio v. DOI, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia held that the language in CERCLA rules limiting damages recoverable by government trustees for harmed natural resources to the lesser of restoration/replacement costs or the diminution in value was clearly contrary to the intent of Congress. The court held that Congress was free to delegate considerable discretion in formulating a standard to measure damages but that the “lesser of” language was contrary to the underlying purpose of the Act, which is to restore completely natural resources. The holding in Ohio v. DOI sheds light on the validity of the qualifier. Whereas the intent of the CWA is to make the public whole for the loss, allowing the defendant to avoid “restoring, replacing, or acquiring the equivalent” is tantamount to upholding the “lesser of” clause. Both opt for something less than full recovery. The statute invites no cost-benefit relaxation for benefit of the offender. No one asks the thief to return the wallet but only if the trip isn’t too far and the expense too demoralizing.

We are interested in the price of the Arctic loon, the Canary Rockfish, the Common merganser, the Dall’s Porpoise, the Gray Whale, the Hermit Crab, the Rhinoceros Auklet and scores of other species that were killed in this travesty, to be soon forgotten in the calculations, trends, and population estimates of the “bigger picture.” We are confident that if these trustees (or any successor Native Trustees) have courage enough to hire the National Research Council (NRC) for guidance on the scope of restoration “plan,” the NRC will have sense enough to withhold recommending costly projects that will not help the resources.

IV. Conclusion

We believe the case for the “reopener” is made. We hope the responsible governments for the State of Alaska and the United States ask the court to order Exxon to pay $100 million. Failing that, we urge Native entities to intervene in the case and seek enforcement of the reopener. Whether it arrives by court order or future settlement, we
foresee a future for Prince William Sound made better by the resources that were legally committed to that purpose.

Respectfully submitted,
Natural Resources Damages Seminar, Law B585, Winter 2005 (Professor William H. Rodgers, Jr.)
University of Washington School of Law, Seattle
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